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Pipe dreams 
Progress photo/Mike Morris 
Donny Bulick, a university physical plant employee from Mount Vernon, holds a jackhammer 
as Junior Denny, an employee from Paint Lick, inspects the damage to a broken water pipe 
Monday afternoon near Case Hall.  
Business program changes 
make master's degree easier 
By Jamie Baker 
Assistant news editor 
Graduate students may 
now receive a master's degree 
in business administration 
easier than in the past 
because of the recent changes 
in the program. 
According to Dr. Charles 
Falk, dean of the College of 
Business, the first phase of 
the MBA program is to try 
and make up for the fact that 
the graduate does not have a 
degree in business. 
Previously the graduate 
would have had to take 30 - 
40 or more classes in order 
the achieve the same thing. 
"We have compressed all of 
the prerequisites into a 
shorter, smaller number of 
courses," he said. 
The reason this is possible 
is because the courses at the 
graduate level can be taught 
at an accelerated level with 
more content in each course, 
he said. 
After graduate students 
complete these necessary 
courses, they then move on to 
phase II. which consists of 
advanced graduate level 
work. 
"The bottom line is that it 
now takes fewer hours for 
people to get the degree than 
before and that is one change, 
and we have been able to do 
that without compromising 
on quality," Falk said. 
"It is a much more attrac- 
tive program for people who 
are looking at the MBA pro- 
gram," he added. 
The   changes   that   have 
come about in the program 
makes it more compatible 
with programs offered by 
other state universities, he 
said. 
"We made a conscious deci- 
sion to make the program one 
that is only available in the 
evening and on Saturdays," 
he said. 
Before, some classes were 
offered during the day and 
some at night but none on 
Saturday. 
This presented problems 
because day students weren't 
always able to get the classes 
(See BUSINESS, Page A-6) 
Watkins named 
MBA director 
By Donna Pace 
News editor 
As changes take place in 
the Master's of Business Ad- 
ministration Program to 
make it more accessible to the 
part-time student, faculty 
and students in the program 
are also adjusting to the new 
leadership of Dr. Thomas C. 
Watkins, who was appointed 
director Jan. 4. 
Watkins, an associate pro- 
fessor in the university's 
Department of Economics 
since 1984, was appointed by 
Dr. Charles Falk, dean of the 
College of Business and the 
executive committee of the 
college. 
Falk said Watkins most im- 
portant responsibilities will 
be explaining the MBA pro- 
gram and working with 
students within the program 
on an advising basis. 
"We determined he had an 
interest level, a great level of 
energy and thought he would 
Dr. Thomas Watkins 
be  an  excellent  person  to 
represent us," Falk said. 
According to Falk, 
Watkins' ability to work well 
with students was also an im- 
(See WATKINS, Page A-6) 
Residents to speak 
against incineration 
By Keith Howard 
Managing editor 
Through strong actions and 
loud words, Madison County 
residents are determined to find 
out whether the Army will stick 
to the promises made regarding 
the nerve agent stored at the 
Lexington-Blue Grass Army 
Depot. 
They will attempt to get this 
answer at a public meeting 
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Friday 
at Madison Central High 
School. One university presi- 
dent has taken an outspoken 
stand on having the nerve gas 
transported from Madison 
County. 
Dr. John Stephenson, presi- 
dent of Berea College, feels it is 
important for colleges to take a 
stand. He has produced a radio 
spot that is being aired on 
several stations in Richmond 
and Lexington. 
"Our feeling here is we need to 
be responsible corporate 
citizens, not only in Berea, but 
Madison. We feel that it is im- 
portant to the college  to  be 
heard," he said. 
Stephenson added it "makes 
good common sense to move the 
weapons out of Madison Coun- 
ty." 
The meeting, which is a part 
of the comment phase of the 
Final Programmatic En- 
vironmental Impact Statement 
process required by law, was ar- 
ranged by U.S. Rep. Larry 
Hopkins. 
The law only required the Ar- 
my to take written comments on 
the statement through Feb. 8, 
but the Army agreed to have the 
meeting at Hopkins' request. 
The Army released the FPEIS 
in December that calls for on- 
site incineration at the nation's 
eight nerve gas storage sites. 
According to Dr. Oris 
Blackwell, chair of the en- 
vironmental health department, 
the decision to burn the 
weapons on-site was no surprise 
to him or anyone else involved. 
However, he, as well as others 
opposed to on-site incineration, 
requested that the Army do a 
study that would concentrate on 
just Madison County. 
"We want a fresh new look at 
the Richmond site," he said. 
Blackwell said the study was to 
be entirely different from the 
FPEIS. 
The study was requested 
because there are less than 2 
percent of the nation's stockpile 
of nerve gas in Madison Coun- 
ty and the depot is located in a 
densely populated area, unlike 
the other depots. 
"One of the most disturbing 
things is that we have realized 
that the Army is trying to back 
from its commitment to do a 
site-specific EIS (environmental 
impact study), which they pro- 
mised Congressman Hopkins at 
the congressional hearing. 
"We're concerned that they're 
going to use the EIS to justify 
their decision of record," said 
Kathy Flood, a member of the 
Concerned Citizens of Madison 
County. 
If this is done, then all the Ar- 
my would be doing is supporting 
the FPEIS rather than looking 
specifically at other alternatives 
(See RESIDENTS, Page A-6) 
Computer abuse discussed 
By Heather Yeoman 
and 
Donna Pace 
Stacey Jones, a junior com- 
puter science major, thought he 
was helping the university when 
he created a program to stop 
"spiriting" on the computer ter- 
minals throughout campus. 
However, when his program 
was perfected. Jones found 
himself on a one-year term of un- 
dated suspension from the 
university, unable to do further 
research at the university in the 
field he loves, and "accused of 
everything from white-collar 
crime to being a terrorist," ac- 
cording to Jones. 
"The faculty couldn't figure 
out how to stop students from 
breaking onto other people's 
screens (or spiriting), so I decid- 
ed I'd give it a shot. And I ended 
up figuring it out," Jones said. 
Jones said he received no 
thanks for his discovery, and 
when the faculty members 
caught sight of what he was do- 
ing, they began monitoring his 
computer programs. 
Bill Janeway, chairman of the 
Student Disciplinary Board, 
said computer violations are 
categorized under the areas of 
cheating, general abuse and 
computer dishonesty. 
(See PREVENTING, Page A-4) 
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By Mike Marsee 
Editor 
Reaction to the Board of 
Regents' decision to extend the 
contract of university President 
Dr. H. Hanly Funderburk was 
mixed among faculty and stu- 
dent leaders. 
The regents voted unanimous- 
ly to extend Funderburk's 
contract through June 30. 1993 
at its Jan. 16 meeting. 
Student Association presi- 
dent David Nusz, who serves as 
student regent, explained that 
the board was concerned about 
stability within the university. 
He said that because a new 
governor recently took office, 
new regents may be appointed 
in the coming months, and the 
current board wanted the presi- 
dent to be secure in his position. 
"Stability is v*y important in 
a university," Nusz said, adding 
that the board that hired 
Funderburk in late 1984 re- 
mains largely intact and has 
been able to watch his 
performance. 
"They knew the criteria they 
hired him for, and they knew 
what to base his job perfor- 
mance on," he said. 
Dr. Doug Whitlock, Funder- 
(See PRESIDENT'S. Page A-5) 
Progress photo/Tom Wiseman 
Fire place 
A house on Tates Creek road owned by university alumni Mike Jacobson burned early Sunday 
morning. Several members of Sigma Pi fraternity planned to live in the house owned by Jacobson. 
a member the fraternity. 
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Regents failed 
to seek opinions 
before decision 
Four more years, the 
regents said. And just that 
simply, the Board of Regents 
voted to extend the contract 
of university President Dr. H. 
Hanly Funderburk. 
Funderburk's contract, 
which was extended once 
previously, now expires June 
30. 1993. 
The board gave no hint of 
its intentions before it an- 
nounced the extension at its 
Jan. 16 meeting and said it 
wanted to give Funderburk 
long-term security. Even 
Funderburk was surprised by 
the action. 
The board's reasoning 
seems to make sense. A presi- 
dent, if he is to provide proper 
leadership, must be able to 
think about long-range plan- 
ning in addition to day-to-day 
operations. 
And the board is obvious- 
ly pleased with Funderburk's 
performance in his three and 
a half years on the job thus 
far. 
But do the views of the 
regents   really   reflect   the 
views of the university 
community? 
That is a question that 
should have been answered 
before any contract extension 
was considered. After all, the 
members of the Board of 
Regents do not teach or work 
or study here on a regular 
basis. 
Consequently, the opinions 
of those who do are equally as 
important, if not more so, as 
the opinions of the regents 
who drop by a few times each 
year. 
While the board has the 
final decision on matters of 
the president's contract, we 
believe the board should have 
given the issue careful study 
and should have lent its ear 
to the people who are here in 
the trenches every day. 
Maybe they would have 
reached the same conclusion. 
Maybe not. Funderburk has 
both friends and enemies 
throughout this camp. 
And the next time his con- 
tract is up for extension, we'd 
like to hear from them. 
Many benefit from 
off-campus classes 
It is hoped that the Coun- 
cil on Higher Education's 
decision to review university 
extended campus programs 
will not cause any un- 
necessary stipulations that 
may hinder the growth of the 
program. 
To be able to pack 
everything up in one car and 
travel hundreds of miles to at- 
tend classes is a luxury not 
known to all students. 
However, this convenience 
of mobility -- taken for 
granted by many -- may be 
the difference between receiv- 
ing a partial college education 
or none at all. Or it could 
hinder a person's chance of 
pursuing a graduate educa- 
tion without waiting. 
Thanks to efforts by 
universities, students who 
would otherwise be forced to 
leave home, families and jobs 
to attend the university can 
take part in extended courses. 
There are several reasons 
for taking courses to other 
counties. One reason is to 
give students a chance to 
familiarize themselves with 
college curriculum. 
With the amount of 
students who drop out due to 
bad experiences with 
freshman courses.this could 
only be beneficial to the 
beginner. 
However, the most advan- 
tageous aspect of extended 
programs is it gives teachers 
a chance to increase their 
graduate level of education in 
a shorter amount of time 
without giving up their jobs 
to move closer to the univer- 
sity campus. 
And according to Dr. Nan- 
cy Peel, who has taught ex- 
tended courses for 20 years, 
without the program it may 
take these teachers several 
years to do what they can do 
in much less time. 
Without the program, 
many students would be forc- 
ed to put off an education, 
and that is so detrimental in 
today's society. 
So let's hope the council's 
review will expand the pro- 
gram rather than decrease it. 
Especially since the program 
helps so many. 
Guidelines for letters to the editor 
Tke Eattern Progrttt en- 
courages its reader* to writ* a 
latter to the editor on any topic 
of  interest   to  the university 
Letters submitted for publics- 
tion should be typed sod double- 
apacad They ahonlri he no longer 
than 260 word*. 
' Letters should be addressed to 
the newspaper and must contain 
the   author's   address   and 
Letters must also include the 
author's signature. Carbon 
c npisa. photocopies and letters 
with illegible signatures will not 
be accepted 
Unsigned letters will not be 
The Progress routinely cod- 
denees letters before publication. 
However, grammar, punctuation 
and spelling will not be changed 
or corrected in a latter. 
The  Piugi see  uses  its own 
judgment to determine if a letter 
is libelous or in poor taste and 
reserves the right to reject any 
letters. 
The Progress also gives 
readers an opportunity to ex- 
prese more detailed opinions in a 
column called "Your turn." 
Theee columns should be in the 
form of an editorial Those in- 
terested m writing a "Your turn" 
ejajejajsj should contact the editor 
before submitting auch an 
article. 
Letters and columns should be 
mailed to Tht EatUrn Progrttt, 
117 Donovan Annex. Eastern 
Kentucky University, Richmond. 
Ky. 40476. 
The risadtns for submitting a 
letter for a specific issue is noon 
Monday prior to Thursday's 
publication 
Letters and «*«iimnM will be 
printed in accordance with 
available space. 
fc>sr<*x> NopsfS 
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No days are snow days in college 
"Where are you from?" they 
ask. 
"Jackson County." 
"Isn't that the place where 
they always cancel school when 
it snows?"' 
That, a friend said recently, is 
usually the second thing people 
say upon meeting a Jackson 
Countian. While some Kentucky 
counties are associated with an- 
nual festivals or good basketball 
or corrupt politicians, Jackson 
County's legacy is its "snow 
days." 
While schoolchildren 
throughout the eastern half of 
the state huddle by their televi- 
sions on snowy evenings listen- 
ing for those magic words - "No 
school in (insert county here) 
tomorrow." Jackson County 
kids prepare for a major 
vacation. 
For those who don't know. 
Jackson County is among the 
school systems that cancels 
classes most often each year due 
to winter weather. 
(Actually, there are other 
counties that may miss nearly 
Wild moose 
chase 
Mike Marsee 
as much, but we get all the 
publicity.! 
It has been said that schools 
there are closed in the event of 
a heavy frost, and I have at 
times believed that to be true. 
But in defense of the 
homeland, let me explain why 
any significant snowfall will 
result in several days of 
unscheduled vacation. 
School officials must wait for 
warm temperatures to melt 
snow and ice from unpaved 
roads on which the sun simply 
does not shine. 
Jackson County, you see, has 
many miles of gravel and dirt 
roads that wind through hollows 
and hills and that must be 
navigated by school buses. 
Because the sun is in the 
southern sky during the winter 
months, those roads that lie on 
the north sides of hills receive 
little or no direct sunlight. 
In addition, parents are ex- 
tremely wary of sending their 
children to school in the snow 
because of accidents over the 
past few years that have left 
several school buses on their 
sides. 
School officials, as a result, 
are quick to cancel classes 
because they know even a light 
snow will make absentee rates 
soar. 
During the recora-setting 
winter of 1977-78, Jackson 
County canceled or postponed 
44 days of classes. To put it in 
practical terms, we did not go to 
school between Christmas and 
Valentine's Day. 
On more than one occasion 
after a serious storm, radio and 
television newscasters have in- 
formed us that there would be 
no school in Jackson County 
"until further notice." This 
meant we would take at least a 
week off and probably more. 
Almost all of these days must 
be made up, so the school year 
is usually extended into June. 
Naturally, I suffered a majoi 
culture shock when I came to 
college and learned there were 
no snow days. Forget learning 
to do laundry. Forget paying for 
textbooks. This was really 
important. 
State universities, as you 
have probably learned by now. 
cannot be bothered with cancel- 
ing classes after only an inch or 
two of snow. To close this 
school, it takes a storm of epic 
proportions. 
Gone are the days when I 
could take a shopping trip to a 
neighboring county and receive 
stares from the locals that seem- 
ed to say, "Why aren't you in 
school, son?" 
And now when it appears that 
a heavy frost or light snow is on 
the way, I can't automatically 
make plans to sleep late. 
Those were the days. 
To the editor: 
Not the walls, the roof 
He of stoneface. A.K.A., 
Hanley Funderburk, president 
of Eastern Kentucky Universi- 
ty, who hides his inefficiency 
behind a posture of arrogance, 
has done it again. 
At a time when educational 
funding is becoming more and 
more of a burden for the tax- 
payers of Kentucky, it is dif- 
ficult to understand a backward 
thinking president who will 
paint perfectly good walls while 
the roof leaks. 
The Campbell building has 
been in existence for 13 years. 
Eleven of those years the roof 
has leaked badly. Does Presi- 
dent Funderburk have the roof 
fixed? No! Instead, he has 
perfectly good wall-covering 
removed, the wall re-plastered, 
and three coats of paint applied. 
All of this because Funderburk 
did not like the color. 
Who is this outlander, this 
"defrocked president," to come 
in to our university forcing his 
personal will on the taxpayers of 
Kentucky? 
To paraphrase Friedrich 
Hayek in the "Road to Serf- 
dom;" the fastest way to a slave 
society is to allow government 
by personal will. Remember 
Iran-Contra? 
Phillip Harris 
Department of Art 
Incineration opposition 
I urgently appeal to all 
students, staff and faculty of 
EKU to participate in the 
decisive nerve-gas meeting on 
Friday. Jan. 29 at 7:30 p.m. at 
Madison Central High School. 
Richmond. 
Since the very beginning of 
these so-called public discus- 
sions, the army has been 
relentlessly steamrolling its in- 
sane plan to build a nerve-gas in- 
cinerator at the local Blue Grass 
Army Depot. Even though all 
opposition evidence convincing- 
ly supports off-site incineration, 
the army still remains determin- 
ed to burn the obsolete nerve- 
Clarification 
A story in last week's edition 
of the Progress listed incorrect 
dates for the moving of the Dor- 
ris Museum to the Perkins 
Building and completion of that 
building. According to Ken 
Barksdale. a librarian in the col- 
lection development area of 
Crabbe Library, the Perkins 
Building was completed in 1979. 
A story in the Jan. 14 edition 
incorrectly described the final 
step in the Excellence in 
Teaching Award selection pro- 
cess. The final decision is made 
by an alumni committee. 
gas rockets here in Richmond. 
The Friday, Jan. 29 meeting 
at 7:30 p.m. is of the highest im- 
Eortance. If all of us want to 
eep Richmond, Lexington and 
Kentucky safe from almost- 
certain nerve-gas accidents - 
shades of Bhopal, India- it is 
absolutely necessary that we 
have a large number of 
outspoken, responsible par- 
ticipants at this meeting. 
Please attend. Your voice is 
needed. 
Glenn O. Carey 
Professor Emeritus of English 
228 Burnam Court 
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People poll What is your favorite outdoor winter activity? By Mike Morris 
The Eastern Progress. Thursday. January 28,   1988   - A3 
CROWE'S FEATS 
Young Balls 
Jimmy Young, sophomore, 
undeclared. Long Island. N.Y.: 
"Taking a ride with my room- 
mate and big brother, Scott 
when the roads are unfavorable 
for driving." 
Lora Batts, freshman, accoun- 
ting. New Castle: 
"Skiing at Butler." 
Joe Travillian, freshman, in- 
dustrial technology, 
Harrodsburg: 
"Doing doughnuts in parking 
lots." 
Lisa   Masterson,   freshman, 
medical assisting, Springfield: 
"Sleigh riding on my uncle's 
farm in Ray wick." 
Travillian Masterson 
Michelle Wright, senior, medical 
assisting, Lexington: 
"Dreaming about summer." 
Brad    Williams,    freshman, 
undeclared, Louisville: 
"Freeze your dog in a block of 
ice and riding it down a hill like 
a sled." 
*** #*8 
'  CO V 
\       4 
Wright '   Williams 
Dewane   Haley,   sophomore, 
public relations, Louisville: 
"Snow wrestling with people 
of the opposite sex and chillin." 
Davis Harris, junior, industrial 
electronics technology, 
Owingsville: 
"Skiing drunk. It runs in the 
fraternity." 
Haley Harris 
Learning what matters is four-year course 
The freshman glanced furtive- 
ly around. She hoped the teacher 
wouldn't go systematically up 
and down the rows making 
everyone tell his name, major, 
classification and hometown. 
Much to her dislike, the 
teacher did. 
"My my name is (cough) 
Jamie Baker," the nervous girl 
stammered. "I'm a freshman," 
she whispered. "I'm a jour- 
nalism major from Boone Coun- 
ty," she added in a somewhat 
louder tone. 
"Boone County, is that the 
name of the town you live in?" 
the teacher asked. 
"No, uh well um, the town is 
Verona," she answered. 
"That's interesting because 
I've never heard of it," replied 
the all-knowing teacher. 
The young, naive freshman 
wished she could stand up and 
ask the teacher, "Have you ever 
heard of the Kentucky Derby 
and the young rider who won it 
My turn 
/ Jamie Baker 
a tew years ago named Steve 
Cauthen? 
"Because if you had ever 
heard of him, you would know 
that he is from that itty, bitty 
small town." 
The small town in question 
lies about 25 minutes south of 
Cincinnati and 15 minutes south 
of Florence in northern 
Kentucky. 
That same small town is in- 
habited by about 200 people, 
with the main occupation being 
farming. 
The high school in that same 
town graduates a class of 40-50 
students each year. 
It is no wonder the freshman 
was intimidated by a science 
class of well over 150 students. 
The freshman did however 
manage to complete the first 
year of college life surprisingly 
well and come back for a second 
go at higher education. 
The, by now, sophomore learn' 
ed that no matter what people 
say about the freshman year be- 
ing the toughest, it is the 
sophomore year that is the 
worst of all. 
However the sophomore soon 
grew to be a junior and that year 
seemed to whiz by. 
In the fall of 1987, our what 
started out as a young, naive 
girl found herself to be of legal 
age, not so naive and definitely 
not intimidated. 
All of the girl's hard work, 
tears and sweat had paid off as 
she found herself a senior in 
college. 
Her parents and grandmother 
were proud, her sister and 
brother were proud, her 
boyfriend was proud, her 
boyfriend's parents were proud. 
It seemed everyone was pro- 
ud, but the person who was the 
proudest was the girl herself. 
Not so much because she was 
going to earn a degree and enter 
the ranks of the educated work- 
ing classes, but proud because 
she had learned to accept 
herself. 
It didn't matter that she was 
from an itty, bitty town or that 
she didn't drive a brand new car, 
or that all of her clothes weren't 
Liz Claiborne. 
What mattered was that she 
had direction, a sense of humor, 
and a whole lifetime of ex- 
periences in which to get her feet 
wet. 
Say  "I LOVE YOU" 
With   a  Valentine  Classified! 
Deliver your messages  to  the 
Eastern   Progress,   Donovan 
Annex  by   11:00am  Monday, 
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W. THIRD AND MAIN STREETS 
• Buy a Deluxe 12" Pizza Sub :   1 
• and get a Large Drink Free! • 2 
Only $3 JO: y with coupon only 
FOR VALENTINE'S DAY 
SPECIALS 
ORDER EARLY 
JACKIE'S BALLOONS 
AND DOLLS        624-1218        and 
EASTERN   BY-PASS Dolls 
Classifieds 
^ COME WORSHIP WITH 
ON   SUNDAY! 
at    11:00   a..m.   &   7:00   p.m 
a»S£' 
C»lv««y B»pxiM Chuncli 
949 B.c, Hill AVIKUI 
Also   on   radio      11:00 
a.m.   -   WMCQ-FM 
Pastor:    Bobby    Greene 
THE 
CHALLENGE OF 
ARMY RESERVE 
NURSING: 
BE READY/' 
Army Reserve Nurses will 
tell you. one of the most 
important thing, they learn in 
Reserve NursinR is to be 
resourceful 
"ICMJ come in contact with 
phases of nursing rarely expen- 
enced in civilian nursing. So 
the learning experience begins 
almost immediately You're 
encouraged to participate in 
Army Health Care seminars 
and continuing education, so 
that you'll be ready for just 
about any kind of emergency 
That kind of training 
should also make you ready for 
opportunities ahead in either 
military or civilian nursing. 
To talk about what it» like 
being an Army officer, and the 
benefits, including retirement, 
call: Src James Witt 
149H West  Vine Street 
Lcxlngtor.  KY 
(606)255-090? 
KAU.YOUCAMBE. 
ARMY RESERVE. 
MAJOR CRUISE LINES Now Hir- 
ing! Salaries to $60K. Customer 
service, Cruise Directors, 
mechanics, kitchen help & Entry 
Level CALL NOW 
1-518-459-3734 Ext. Q-4081C 24 
hrs. 
EUROPE. $29.50 A Day: Visit 7 
countries by bus. camp at night. 
Contact your travel agent 
TRADEWIND TRAVELLERS 
CLUB: [212] 832-9072 
PART-TIME Marketing opportuni- 
ty! EARN MONEY and Gain Ex- 
perience marketing FORTUNE 
500 Companies' products ON 
CAMPUS! References given Call 
AMBA at: I-800-843-2786 
Need Typist with Transcriber for 
Professional Reports Call Pam 
623-0398 
$CASH$ 
We BUY or LOAN Money on 
Gold, Diamonds, TV's, Guns, 
Electric Typewriters, VCRs, 
Guitars, Class Rings. Etc.. 
JOHNSONS DIAMOND EX- 
CHANGE. 630 Big Hill Ave., Rich- 
mond, Ky, 623-4535 
$10 - $660 Weekly/Up Mailing Cir- 
culars! Rush self-addressed, 
stamped envelope: Dept. 
AN-7CC-A62, 9300 Wilshire. 
Suite 470, Beverly Hills, CA 
90212. 
DONT GET LEFT 
OUT IN THE COLD- 
ADVERTISE! 
LOOK FORWARD TO 
<* OUR VALENTINE ^ 
ISSUE FOR  • 
REDUCED RATES! 
» 
SEND YOUR PRIVATE 
IVALENTINE MESSAGES 
TO YOUR FRIENDS 
THROUGH OUR 
CLASSIFIED SECTION! 
<• 4 IT'LL BE      <# 
4    A BLAST!    * 
FOR MORE INFO: 
622-1872 N 
ASK FOR SYLVIA! 
i   ■   '   ■   i 
SAVINGS 
GOOD 
THRU 
2-2-88 
mm 
HI & DRI 
TOWELS 
Flak* 
Potato Chips 
POTATO GOLDEN FLAKE 
MV CHIPS REG 139 A *7 «"» '   Vt» Vw-   IPS E   4/ V ,  CHIPS NOW     gQ£ 
T—i—i—i—i—i—i—r 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
DON'T FORGET „? 
Remember That Special Someone 
With A Candy-Gram 
February 10-11 
ALSO *„ 
Watch For Our Night Spice 
Sample Sweepstakes! 
ONLY 
Available At ^UNIVERSITY 
SHSlifia 
CENTER Of CAMPUS 
W« ras«rv« th« right to 
limit quantities. 
Max** 
VMM 
VMS 1 120 or B«U 1-750  Rtou* I 
tag 5» 
Right 
Guard 
3 oi «ronl 
Super X  Drugs 
255  East  Main  St. 
Mon-Sat     7am-i2pm 
Sunday 7am-l0pm 
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> By Donna Pace News editor 
Twenty-two students filled 
vacant Student Senate seats in 
Monday's first-ever spring elec- 
tions, which brought 218 voters 
to the polls. 
According to Stacey Lueken, 
election committee chairperson, 
the senate members decided to 
have a spring election because of 
the large number of senators 
who either graduated or resign- 
ed after the fall semester. 
Lueken said the 22 filled seats 
are tentative at this time. 
"I will have to check for 2.0 
GPAs, make sure the new 
senators want to be senators, 
are full-time students and were 
elected in the college they are 
registered in," Lueken said. 
The new senators are as 
follows: 
College of Allied Health and 
Nursing: Edward Hanson and 
Michelle Warndorf; College of 
Arts and Humanities: G. 
Hunter Bates and Mike Slukich; 
College of Applied Arts and 
Technology: Theresa Vanover; 
College of Business: Othello 
Bell,   Ernest   Daniel,   Colleen 
START YOUR FUTURE TODAY! 
GRADUATION IS DRAWING NEAR. 
IS YOUR PICTURE OF. YOUR FUTURE 
CLEAR? 
LET US BROADEN THE POSSIBILITIES. 
DEVELOP YOUR JOB OPPORTUNITES! 
We will introduce your resume to 500 
or more businesses for $60.00. Below is 
a list of approximate costs that you 
may incur when sending your resume 
to 100 companies. 
Typeset Resume. Reference 
Rage & Cover Letter 
Copies (5C - 8C/copy)   • 
Envelopes ( 3C/envelope) 
Stamps (22c/stamp) 
TOTAL 
$15.00 - $25.00 
$15.00 - $24.00 
$ 3.00 
$22.00 
$55.00 - $74.00 
For more information on how you 
can save money and broaden your 
job opportunities, write to: 
THE CORPORATE CONNECTION 
P.O. BOX 23805 
LEXINGTON, KY 40523 - 3805 
RHA presents program 
to promote safety in halls 
By Heather Yeoman 
Staff Writer 
Date/acquaintance rapes, the 
most common of the rapes on 
the university's campus, will be 
one of the topics addressed dur- 
ing Student Safety Week, Jan. 
31 through Feb. 6. 
Five areas, including rape, 
AIDS, theft, fire safety and 
natural disasters, will be ex- 
plored during on-campus presen- 
tations sponsored by the 
Residence Hall Association. 
Claudia Kirby, hall director 
for Clay Hall, is leading the rape 
discussion, and frequently holds 
rape awareness programs in the 
residence halls, at national con- 
ferences and workshops all over 
Kentucky. 
One of Kirby's most popular 
programs concerns date/ac- 
quaintance rape, which helps to 
clarify when an act is considered 
a rape, how it is provoked and 
how it can be prevented. 
The presentation is designed 
for both male and female au- 
diences with the intent of 
teaching students how to be 
assertive and say no. 
Wynn Walker, assistant direc- 
tor for police services, said most 
of the rapes on campus follow 
the date/acquaintance rape 
criterion, where the victim ac- 
tually knows the rapist. 
Walker said it will be next 
year before public safety will be 
able to have a comprehensive 
program for rape awareness on 
campus, but he is referring in- 
terested students to Kirby. 
"I'm open for suggestions on 
any programs that students or 
clubs want to have," Kirby said. 
Another subject of Safety 
Week, acquired immune defi- 
ciency syndrome, will involve a 
video computer program that 
asks students questions. 
Karen Abernathy, vice presi- 
dent of RHA, said "Talk Dirty 
to Me," a different, enjoyable 
health film, will be shown at the 
health presentation. 
According to Abemathy. the 
presentations will emphasize au- 
dience participation and won't 
be strictly lecturing. 
"There are people involved 
from all across campus," Aber- 
nathy said. 
A discussion on fire safety will 
also consist of a film called "A 
Towering Inferno," scheduled to 
be shown in the Feb. 4 in the 
Wallace Building. 
Larry Westbrook, safety coor- 
dinator of public safety, said 
public safety also has a fire safe- 
ty program that is available to 
the residence halls. 
RHA will have a booth in 
front of the Powell information 
desk throughout the week where 
information on each of the areas 
to be covered during Safety 
Week will be available. 
All presentations begin at 
7:30 p.m. in the Herndon 
Lounge in the Powell Building. 
Preventing computer abuse 
discussed by committees 
Pholo by Jody Warner 
Bubbling over 
University men's basketball coach Max Good gets maximum mileage from his bubble gum during 
Saturday's game against Tennessee State University at Alumni Coliseum. The Colonels burst the 
Tigers' bubble with a I 14-97 wm. The Colonels host Ohio Valley Conference foes Tennessee 
Technological University and Middle Tennessee State University this weekend. Story. Page B-6. 
Student Senate vacancies filled 
Gallagher and Ben Robinson. 
College of Education: T. Kyle 
Dillow and Gregory Jones: Col- 
lege of Law Enforcement: San- 
dy Haste, Steve Taylor, Wayne 
Adams. Leanne Fitzhugh and 
Randy Sparks; College of 
Natural Mathematical Sciences: 
Tracey Fisher; College of Social 
and Behavioral Sciences, Sarah 
Graham: Undeclared students: 
Marsha Whatley, Cherrie Allen, 
Becky Dierig and Kimberly 
Bellucci. 
The College of Health, 
Physical Education, Recreation 
and Athletics had no vacancies. 
(Continued from Page One) 
According to J anew ay. com- 
puter abuse includes using the 
system to abstract, disrupt, in- 
terfere or infringe on the rights 
of others or otherwise affect 
ongoing activities of the 
university. 
According to Jane way. a form 
of general computer abuse is 
displayed when obscene 
messages are left on a terminal 
by using the computer phone 
and mail service. 
Jane way explained that the 
phone service is used by two 
students talking to each other 
by keyirfjf messages in on the 
screen simultaneously. 
Everything keyed in on one 
screen is displayed on the other. 
In the mall service, messages 
are sent to a receiver, and the 
system puts the message in the 
receiver's account, whether the 
receiver is on the system. When 
the receiver begins programm- 
ing, he sees a message has been 
left. 
J anew ay said these messages 
can be used on any terminal tied 
to the main VAX in the Combs 
Building, which includes most 
terminals in the classroom 
buildings, offices, residence halls 
and the library. 
Even students with home 
computers with a modem can 
gain access to the VAX, 
Janeway said. 
"I would like to see a separate 
committee, rather than the 
disciplinary board, handle the 
computer abuse cases," he said. 
If this committee feels the 
violation is significant enough 
to seek suspension, then it could 
take the case to the disciplinary 
board since the board is the on- 
ly body legally allowed to sus- 
pend students, Janeway said. 
Last November, university 
President Dr. H. Hanly Funder- 
burk appointed a five-member 
committee to consider ways to 
prevent the abuse of the campus 
computer systems. 
Dr. Brace Blaylock, chairman 
of the committee, said students 
are issued a computer account 
through their instructors, with 
a user name and a password. 
Blaylock said one of the goals 
of his committee is to, "try to in- 
dicate to the student body that 
this is a resource - one that is 
valuable to the community and, 
if abused, hurts us all." 
Along with Blaylock's com- 
mittee, the Current Issues Sub- 
committee of the Academic 
Computing Advisory Commit- 
tee will soon be working on the 
revision of the university's 
Academic Computer User's 
Privileges and Responsibilities, 
or "code of ethics." 
Blaylock said the revised 
"code of ethics" would be 
explained in the fall student 
handbook within a computer 
section- 
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Phone 
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The following reports were fil- 
ed with the university's Division 
of Public Safety: 
Dec. 23: 
Patrick Wren, Brockton, reported 
someone slashed the tires of his vehicle 
while it was parked in Brockton. 
Dec. 24: 
Bailey Dickeraoa. Richmond Fire 
Department, reported a vehicle belong- 
ing to Darlene Turner was leaking 
gasoline. Turner was notified and the 
vehicle was moved. 
Dec. 26: 
Tom Flannigan. Brewer Building, 
reported a steam leak in the 700 block 
of Brockton. Maintenance personnel 
were notified. 
Dec. 26. 
Pamela Kanworthy, Brockton, 
reported a fire in her trailer. The Rich 
inond Fire Department found a small fire 
in the north end of the trailer. 
Shanda Rose, Brockton, reported the 
theft of her purae from her vehicle while 
it was parked at Brockton. 
Dec. 29: 
Pat Keefe, Mattoz Hall, reported that 
someone had broken the glass in the door 
on the northwest side of Mattox Hall. 
Jan. 1: 
Jeanette R. Riser. Brockton, reported 
the theft of her son's bicycle from her 
residence. 
Jamea H. Douglas, Richmond, was ar- 
rested on a charge of driving under the 
influence. 
Jan. 3: 
George Dean, Commonwealth Hall 
director, reported the smell of burning 
wires on the 14th floor. The Richmond 
Fire Department determined a light had 
burned out. 
Jan. 4: 
Edna Hudaon, Brewer Building, 
reported the glass had been broken in the 
southwest door in the Moore Building. 
Betty Webb, Carter Building, reported 
the theft of SI 10 and two checkbooks 
from her purse. 
Jan. 5: 
Ann Reynolds. Combs Building, 
reported the theft of a television and 
VCR from Room 426 of the Combs 
Building. 
Ernest White, Combs Building, 
reported the theft of a VCR from Room 
405 of the Combs Building. 
Steve Meade, Keene Hall, reported the 
theft of a pair of tennis shoes from his 
Jan. 6: 
Benjamin D. Wientjea. Richmond, was 
arrested on charges of driving under the 
influence and speeding. 
Sandy Albrinck, Case Hall, reported 
the fire alarm sounding. The Richmond 
Fire Department determined the smoke 
detector had malfunctioned. 
Jan. IS: 
Vance Wiaenbaker, Roark Budding, 
reported the smell of smoke in the Roark 
Building. The building was evacuated 
and the Richmond Fire Department 
found no smoke or fire. 
Hayward M. Daugherty. Powell 
Building, reported the fire alarm soun- 
ding in the Powell Building. The Rich- 
mond Fire Department found no smoke 
or fire. 
Jan. 16: 
Joe Burkhart, Brockton, reported that 
a tire on his vehicle had been slashed 
while it was parked in Brockton. 
Jan. 17: 
Rusaell D. Rose. Berea. was arrested 
on a charge of loitering. 
Melvin Leonhart, University Inn. 
reported a fire in Room 224 of the 
University Inn. The Richmond Fire 
Department determined a heating unit 
had shorted out. 
Jan. 18: 
Odell HiU. Wallace Budding, reported 
the fire alarm sounding. The Richmond 
Fire Department determined that the 
alarm heard had been in the elevator. 
Jan. 1ft 
Scott Morrison, Keene Hall, reported 
the theft of two video cassettes from the 
Keene Hall lobby 
Jan. 20: 
Roderick Tate. Richmond, reported the 
theft of a radio from his vehicle while he 
was delivering a pizza at Todd Hall. 
Elida K. Combe. Beattyville, reported 
the theft of her textbook from the 
Rowlett Building 
Jan. 21: 
Sabina Oldaker. Beckham Hall, 
reported the theft of 30 cassette Upas, 
a dome light, a rear-view mirror, a 
cigarette lighter, a car jack and a stuff- 
ed animal from her vehicle while it was 
parked in Lancaster Lot. 
Jan. 22: 
Robert A. Leurant, Commonwealth 
Hall, was arrested on charges of driving 
under the influence, failure to give right 
of way to a pedestrian in a crosswalk and 
failure to comply with an officer's signal. 
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Body found 
at golf course 
By Mike Marsee 
Editor 
The body of a Lexington man 
was found Saturday on the Arl- 
ington golf course by a golfer 
looking for a lost ball. 
Ralph Rhodus, 37, of 663 
Headley Ave. in Lexington, was 
found dead in a creek behind the 
11th hole of the university- 
owned golf course. 
The report filed by Richmond 
police said there were no signs 
of criminal involvement, such as 
a gunshot wound or blood, and 
Madison County Coroner Em- 
bry Curry said none was 
suspected. 
"We do not suspect foul play 
in any manner," Curry said. 
Curry   said   Rhodus   was   a 
"known epileptic," and he said 
a seizure may have been a con- 
tributing factor in Rhodus" 
death. 
"I don't have any proof of 
anything as yet," he said. "But 
being an epileptic, there is a 
good possibility he did have a 
seizure." 
Curry estimated Rhodus died 
Thursday night and said he may 
have died from exposure after a 
seizure. 
"We believe his illness and the 
weather contributed to his 
death," Curry said. He said the 
results of an autopsy would not 
be available for several days. 
Funeral services for Rhodus 
were held Tuesday in Lexington. 
President's extension 
draws mixed reaction 
Progress photo/Mike Morris 
Basket cases 
Ray Richardson, a freshman from Hamilton, Ohio, drives for a 
shot against Jason Icard, a freshman at Model Laboratory School. 
The two were playing Monday afternoon on an outdoor court 
in the Alumni Coliseum Lot^ 
Senate hours changed 
Progress staff report 
The   Student   Senate   has 
changed   its   weekly   meeting 
^♦^CXPRCSS 
time to 5 p.m. every Monday in 
the J aggers Room of the Powell 
Building. 
(Continued from Page One) 
burk's executive assistant, said 
because the president would 
have entered the final year of his 
contract later this year, the time 
was right for the board to take 
action. 
"I think continuity and 
stability are important in any in- 
stitution," Whitlock said. "It 
was certainly time for the board 
to take action." 
"I personally feel like the 
board's action was recognition 
for a job well done." he added. 
Dr. Charles Nelson, a pro- 
fessor in the Department of 
Foreign Languages, said the 
board should have sought opi- 
nions from faculty and students 
before its action. 
"Why did the Board of 
Regents, without any discussion 
with anyone else, give a four- 
year extension on his contract?" 
asked Nelson, who has been 
critical of the administration for 
several years. 
He said the board should have 
subjected Funderburk to an 
evaluation of his performance, 
noting that the faculty 
undergoes "a severe evaulation 
every year" before they are 
given tenure, promotion or 
merit pay. 
"Why should we undergo an 
evaluation, but not the ad- 
ministration?" Nelson asked. 
"I'd like to know what he has 
done." 
Nusz said Funderburk has 
been receptive to students' 
needs and requests. 
"He's very interested in what 
the students want." he said. 
"He's always got an open door." 
Whitlock said working with 
Funderburk has been "a learn- 
ing experience." but it has been 
enjoyable for him. 
"I've certainly enjoyed work- 
ing for him." he said. "And I 
guess he's enjoyed working with 
me."  
PARTS tomci 
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If the part you need Is not 
one of Thousands in stock. 
we'll order 
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and domestic. 
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SENIOR PRE-MED 
STUDENTS. 
Could you use a scholarship for 
medical school? Why not 
investigate the Armed Forces 
Health Professions Scholarship 
Program, with sponsorship by 
the US Air Force Current 
senior premedicol students of 
medicine or osteopathy may 
now compete for Air Force 
scholarships. We want to help 
you continue your education 
Contact your local Air Force 
health professions represen- 
tative for details. Call 
MSgt Alvas D. Cox 
606-223-7038 Collect 
AJ 
Our three-year and 
two-year scholarships won't 
make college easier. 
.Just easier to pay for. 
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you 
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships 
pay for full tuition and allowances for educational 
fees and textbooks. Along with up to $1,000 
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE 
Contact  Major   Duncan   at  1215 
or stop by  Beg ley,  Rm 510 
ARMY RESERVE ONCERS' TRAINING CORPS 
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SINGERS • DANCERS ■ INSTRUMENTALISTS 
TECHNICIANS • VARIETY PERFORMERS 
Kings Productions, the world's #1 producer of 
live entertainment, is holding auditions (or the 
spectacular 1988 season at KINGS ISLAND, 
Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Pay is good and |obs are plenty (we'll even 
provide one round trip airfare if you're hired to 
work at a porli over 250 miles from your home). 
Make your audition a show we can't do without! 
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY 
Saturday, February 6 
University Of Louisville, South Recital Hall—Music Building 
Singers: 1-2 PM. Dancers: 2-3 PM 
Instrumentalists. Specialty Acts: 2-3 PM 
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Residents 
request 
study 
(Continued from Page One) 
for disposing of the weapons 
such as transportation. Flood 
said. 
Flood telephoned the Army in 
reference to the plan of action on 
the SSE1S. 
Flood said she was told the 
Army would send information in 
writing that would explain ex- 
actly what the site-specific 
means. 
She told them. "We have a 
feeling you guys are going to 
qualify it so that it's only to im- 
plement the decision of record." 
Later the Army called Flood 
back and said there would be 
nothing in writing sent to her on 
the advice of the Army's 
attorneys. 
According to Craig Williams, 
a member of Common Ground: 
Kentuckians for Moving the 
Nerve Gas, "We think we might 
be getting double-crossed." 
Williams said if the Army 
does not stick to their agree- 
ment then, "Our attorneys have 
forwarded a letter to the Army 
. . . and we will institute litiga- 
tion." 
Some Madison Countians fear 
that if built, the incinerator 
might be used for other 
purposes. 
The Army had agreed to com- 
pletely dismantle and 
decontaminate the proposed 
$200 million incinerator. Now. 
they are saying they will 
"decommission" the incinerator, 
Blackwell said. 
He said decommission means 
different things to different peo- 
ple. "It depends on who is say- 
ing it." Blackwell said. 
He said it is difficult to find 
the meaning to some of the 
phrases used. 
Williams agreed that the 
Army has complex words for 
simple answers. 
Williams said the basic thrust 
of Friday's meeting will be the 
same as it has been from the 
very beginning. 
Progress photo/Mike Morris Chill factor 
Brenda Ballinger, a junior from Paint Lick, shielded her face from 
Monday's winter storm as she awaited her ride near the Powell 
Building. The storm left Richmond with less than an inch of snow 
but dropped temperatures sharply. 
City commission approves 
occupational tax increase 
Progress staff report 
The Richmond City Commis- 
sion approved the second 
reading of an ordinance raising 
the city's occupational tax to 2 
percent in a special meeting Jan. 
21. 
Mayor Earl Baker had initial- 
ly asked the commission for a 1 
percent increase that would 
have raised the payroll tax to 
2.5 percent, but a committee 
formed to study the issue recom- 
mended that the tax be raised to 
2 percent. The commission pass- 
ed the first reading of the 
ordinance at its Jan. 19 meeting. 
Baker then called a special 
meeting of the commission, say- 
ing that a strong campaign was 
under way to defeat both the 
payroll tax increase and a 
measure that would raise the ci- 
ty 's insurance premium fee to 8 
percent. 
The ordinance that would 
raise the insurance tax was 
tabled at the special meeting. 
The occupational tax increase, 
which affects all people 
employed within the Richmond 
city limits including university 
employees, will take effect 
March 1. 
Business program eases 
path to master's degree 
(Continued from Page One! 
they wanted and night 
students weren't always able 
to get the classes they 
needed. 
Since this is only an even- 
ing program, the range of 
choice for people who want to 
participate in the program is 
greater than before when it 
was a day program. 
"The evening student is the 
one we particularly think this 
program is suited for," he 
said. 
Falk said this program was 
attractive to people who held 
undergraduate degrees in 
business, to people who had 
business work experience and 
to teachers who decided that 
they no longer wanted to 
teach. 
These types of people held 
down 40-hour-a-week jobs 
and   were  fully   committed 
during the day so they need- 
ed the night program to ap- 
proach their graduate degree 
on a part-time basis. 
"We decided that there 
were more of those people out 
there than there are people 
who want to go at a graduate 
degree in business full time," 
he said. 
Full-time students who do 
want to pursue the master's 
degree in business ad- 
ministration on an 
undergraduate basis may still 
do so. 
"We can accommodate the 
full-time student but the 
point is we are better able to 
accommodate a full-time 
employee who is a part-time 
student and those are the 
folks we are trying to serve," 
Falk said. 
According to Falk these are 
the reasons for the changes in 
the program and that is why 
the quality of the program 
has been upgraded. 
Part of these changes is evi- 
dent by the fact that two 
classes are offered on Satur- 
day for people who wish to 
pursue their degree but travel 
during the week. 
"We think we have a more 
contemporary program and 
on the same token we haven't 
compromised on the quality," 
he said. 
Falk said that since these 
changes had been made in the 
program there had been an 
upswing in enrollment. 
"Across the country the 
number of people getting 
MBAs has increased steadily 
for about 20 years." he said. 
"Since we've just gone 
through a major change I'd 
like to leave things alone for 
a year or two and I' < 1 like to 
see us put an MBA club 
together." he said. 
Watklns to head program 
(Continued from Page One) 
portant factor in the decision. 
Watkins was presented 
with the December faculty 
recognition award, an honor 
decided upon by graduating 
business students. 
"We asked all of the 
graduating students to name 
faculty members who had 
meant something to them in 
a special way in terms of good 
teaching, advice and 
counsel," Falk said. 
Falk said students were 
asked to choose three instruc- 
tors who had contributed to 
their college success, with 
Watkins being one of the two 
award recipients. 
"I think he is a highly- 
regarded instructor who 
works well with students." 
Falk said. "We believe this is 
very important for our MBA 
director, in that he is the 
academic adviser for all the 
MBA students." 
"He has all of the right 
stuff as far as we're concern- 
ed," Falk said. 
"The best thing you can do 
is find someone who is really 
excited," Falk added. "I 
believe he can bring his en- 
thusiasm to the students still 
undecided about entering the 
new program." 
According to Watkins, he 
will be working diligently to 
continue the goals of former 
director Al Patrick, while 
creating new goals of his own. 
Watkins said he would con- 
tinue improvement in the 
quality of the MBA degree so 
needs of the business com- 
munity and the students are 
fulfilled, while also increasing 
the number of students 
enrolled in the program. 
"We are striving to make 
this program more attainable 
for the 40-hour worker," he 
said. 
"If a person is willing to 
work hard enough, they can 
leave with a business degree 
from the university after 33 
hours of night and Saturday 
classes," Watkins continued. 
Watkins added that he 
hopes to provide personalized 
attention to graduate 
students so they will not on- 
ly grow in knowledge, but 
also in character. 
"I will strive to listen to 
students' needs and provide 
possible solutions to pro- 
blems they might incur," he 
said. 
Watkins said his main ob- 
jective now is to encourage, 
excite and advise those 
students interested in the 
MBA. 
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Inside temps freeze, scorch 
By Ray Knuckles 
Stuff writer 
Besides having to battle 
adverse weather conditions, 
many people also have to 
cope with extreme 
temperatures inside universi- 
ty buildings. 
One building that ex- 
periences problems is the 
Wallace Building. 
Dr. Deborah Core, 
associate professor of 
English, whose office is on 
the first floor, said, "I recall 
days that it has gotten up to 
88 degrees in my office by 
noon." 
Core, who has been 
teaching in the Wallace 
Building for six years, said, 
"You always know the 
temperature is going to be a 
problem." 
Core said she has had to 
turn out class early a few 
times because of the 
temperatures. 
"It has gotten hot enough 
to make me feel physically 
ill," Core said. 
She also said conditions are 
unhealthy for both students 
and teachers. 
Dr. Jane Rainey, of the 
political science department, 
is also an instructor in the 
Wallace Building. 
"It's frequently too hot," 
said Rainey, who also said the 
problem "is an embarrass- 
ment to the university." 
As an example of how the 
extreme temperatures can 
hurt the university's image, 
Rainey said a group of high 
school seniors had to have 
their visit to the Wallace 
Building canceled because of 
the high temperature in 
Wallace at the time. 
Rainey said the 
temperature extremes make 
it hard on students and 
teachers. 
"Temperature problems in 
our schools become academic 
problems," Rainey said. 
Rainey said she has been 
teaching  in   the   Wallace 
Progress illustration/Thomas Marsh 
Building foi almost 20 years 
and she's "always had pro- 
blems." 
Dr. Robert Miller, chair of 
the philosophy and religion 
department, is building coor- 
dinator for the Wallace 
Building. 
Miller said the Wallace 
Building has a computer con- 
trolled system made up of 
seven different zones, which 
is why it can be hot in one 
area and cold in another. 
The Moore Building also 
has its share of problems. Dr. 
Sanford L. Jones, chair of the 
biological sciences depart- 
ment, said, "We've had 
chronic problems since 1968." 
when the building opened. 
Jones said the temperature 
problems in the Moore 
Building are particularly 
harmful. 
"Many experiments that 
scientists conduct are related 
to temperature conditions, 
and these temperature pro- 
blems in Moore can negate 
their results/rre said. 
The problem is not confin- 
ed to a couple of buildings. 
"I have a class in Room 327 
of Campbell, and we have to 
wear coats to class," said 
Donna Insko, a senior music 
education major from Butler. 
"The instructor has com- 
plained, but nothing has been 
done." 
Insko said the varying 
temperatures in the Campbell 
Building can cause problems 
with the music equipment. 
"It caused them to go out 
of tune," she said. 
Elder Goble, assistant 
director of the university 
Physical Plant, helps oversee 
and correct temperature pro- 
blems in university buildings. 
Goble said he is aware there 
have been problems in the 
past, but added the problems 
were under control for the 
moment. 
"It is a problem that we are 
going to have to address on a 
more permanent basis in the 
future," Goble said. 
Goble said many things 
had been done recently to 
remedy the situation. 
"The renovation in the 
Moore Building is. for all prac- 
tical purposes, complete," 
Goble said. 
He said $60,000 to $70,000 
had been spent on renovating 
the heating and cooling 
system in the Wallace 
Building just over a year ago! 
Goble said the Rowlett 
Building and the Powell 
Building were next in line for 
renovations. 
"Each building has a facili- 
ty supervisor and complaints 
should go through them." 
Goble said. 
Group supports 
women, foreigners 
By Amy Caudill 
Features editor 
Being a woman in a foreign 
country can be a frustrating ex- 
perience, as can being a student 
in a foreign country. 
International students and 
women in the Richmond area 
can find companionship and 
support among other foreign 
people. 
International Women, a sup- 
port group for women of all na- 
tionalities, gives women the 
chance to share their views and 
experiences with other women. 
Shammi Chowdhury, a facul- 
ty wife who is originally from In- 
dia, is president of the 
organization. 
Chowdhury said the group is 
Comprised of women of several 
different nationalities, ages and 
professions, including 
housewives, single mothers, 
faculty members, students and 
civil servants. 
"Anybody who wants to 
belong to our group is 
welcome," Chowdhury said. 
In the past. International 
Women has basically focused on 
social activities to give its 
members a form of recreation. 
Chowdhury said she hoped to 
change this. 
"What I wanted to do was 
more of a support group ... in- 
stead of just having potlucks 
and picnics," she said. 
Chowdhury said International 
Women would try in the coming 
years to reach international 
students and provide them with 
support and help. 
Sunday. International 
Women met in Herndon Lounge 
with the Asian Student Associa- 
tion, the African Student 
Association and the Interna- 
tional Student Association. 
Chowdhury said the purpose 
of the event was to let the inter- 
national students know there 
were people to provide answers 
to their questions and support 
when they needed it. 
Chowdhury said international 
students sometimes have trou- 
ble identifying and making 
friends with Americans. 
"I think a lot of them feel kind 
of alienated from the communi- 
ty," she said. 
International Women will try 
to organize activities where the 
community can get involved 
with international students, 
Chowdhury said. 
In March, International 
Women will hold an AIDS 
seminar for international 
students 
Chowdhury said international 
students often do not get the 
AIDS education that American 
students get because many 
foreign cultures don't promote 
AIDS awareness. 
"Here the media coverage on 
AIDS is great, but I doubt very 
much we have that in foreign 
countries." Chowdhury said. 
The event will last three hours 
and will feature speakers and 
question and answer periods. 
Raj an Joshi, a Richmond doc- 
tor, will speak. 
Chowdhury said Joshi was 
chosen because he is foreign, 
and the foreign students can 
identify better with him than 
with an American. 
"Hopefully they might feel 
more at ease with questions," 
Chowdhury said. 
In addition to Chowdhury. 
Carol Kinelski, an American, is 
vice president; Angela Davig. a 
Brazilian, is secretary; and 
Shirley McAfee, an American, is 
treasurer. 
International Women will 
hold its first meeting Feb 13. 
Frequency and times of 
meetings will be decided and the 
number of members will be 
determined. 
The meeting will be a potluck 
dinner and will be held at the 
Catholic Newman Center on 
University Drive. 
Martin offers theme meals 
By Douglas Norman 
Staff writer 
In an effort to break the 
monotony of eating on the board 
plan, Arrita Morris, food service 
manager at Martin Cafeteria, 
has established a theme dinner 
program that could change the 
way students view campus 
cafeterias. 
Under the new program, Mor- 
ris plans one theme dinner for 
each month of the semester. 
The theme for January was 
the birthday of Martin Luther 
King Jr. 
For the King dinner, the staff 
at Martin Cafeteria made a 
13-foot-long birthday cake 
which was placed in the middle 
of the cafeteria. "... and they 
ate every bit of it," Morris said. 
The "Sweetheart" dinner 
scheduled for February will com- 
bine President's Day and 
Valentine's Day. 
Morris said the cafeteria will 
be decorated with tablecloths 
and candles, and there will also 
be music. 
Morris said she hoped to have 
a "Cotton Club" night in March 
which will feature a Roaring '20s 
atmosphere with popular menu 
items from that period and 
possibly a dry bar. 
"The purpose of 'Cotton Club' 
night," Morris said, "is to stress 
alcohol awareness." 
When warmer weather arrives 
and the minds of the students 
turn toward Fort Lauderdale, 
Daytona and Key West, Morris 
plans to have a beach party 
barbecue which will be held on 
the Martin Hall patio. 
Featured will be an all-you- 
can-eat buffet, salad bar and 
music. Bathing suits are 
optional. 
Morris said the most popular 
dinner of the year is the "Hero 
Sandwich" dinner which will be 
held in May before finals. 
"We make a 90-foot sandwich 
right in the middle of the 
cafeteria," Morris said. "Then 
we slice it up and let the 
students serve themselves. 
They love it." 
Morris said the theme dinners 
have been quite successful. 
Attendance at the dinners is 
about 80 to 90 percent of the 520 
students who are enrolled in the 
board plan, while attendance at 
regular meals is only 75 to 80 
percent of those enrolled. 
Morris attributes the higher 
attendance to curiosity. 
For those students who are 
curious about the board plan or 
the theme dinners, there is one 
night each semester when 
students on the meal plan can 
each bring a guest free of 
charge. 
Students on the meal plan can 
also bring a guest any other 
time for a fee of $3 for breakfast. 
$3.50 for lunch or $4 for dinner. 
Progress pholo/Thea Garnett 
Sharon Clay, a graduate student from Louisville, prepares a pizza. 
Class teaches recreation, magic 
Progress photo/Mike Morris 
Doug Nieland teaches students a magic trick. 
By Ray Knuckles 
Staff writer 
You know there is going to be 
something different about this 
class on the first day when each 
student is required to write his 
name in big letters and tape it 
to the front of his desk. 
The class is REC 225. Educa- 
tion for Leisure and Recreation 
Living, and it meets in the 
Begley Building. 
Instructor Douglas Nieland, 
assistant professor in the parks 
and recreation department, said, 
"Ninety percent of everybody 
that takes the course are not 
recreation majors." 
Nieland said everyone is on a 
first name basis, which creates 
a more relaxed atmosphere in 
which to learn. 
"There is a lot of dialogue bet- 
ween teacher to student, stu- 
dent to student and student to 
teacher," Nieland said. 
Nieland encourages his 
students to "nurture their social 
skills" from day one. Nieland 
said. "From the very beginning 
we establish rapport with 
everybody. Before long it's like 
a family. ' 
The class is based on studying 
the historical and philosophical 
aspects of leisure, developing 
new leisure skills and improving 
social skills and self-esteem. 
"In this day and age there is 
a lot of leisure time, and it needs 
to be utilized constructively," 
Nieland said. 
Some of the leisure skills 
Nieland talks about and teaches 
include photography, juggling, 
magic, coin collecting, stamp 
collecting and card games. 
"Many people do not have suf- 
ficient leisure skills, and conse- 
quently become bored and 
disinterested," Nieland said. 
He added, "Every year, an in- 
dividual needs to learn two new 
leisure-time skills for the rest of 
their life, so by the time it comes 
to mi.ll*. they will look forward 
to it." 
He said the things taught in 
the class weren't preparation for 
retirement, but these leisure 
skills are important in one's en- 
tire lifetime, including 
retirement. 
"Some of these skills you will 
be able to master and that will 
improve your self-esteem 
because it gives you recognition, 
and everybody needs 
recognition. 
"We also try to improve self- 
esteem and social skills because 
in most situations, during any 
given job, 80 percent of all the 
skills needed for a particular job 
are social skills," he said. 
Nieland is a member of the In- 
ternational Brotherhood of 
Magicians. 
"I use my magic at the begin- 
ning of the school year to 
establish communication, and 
create rapport with my 
students," he said. 
In addition to using his magic 
skills as an ice breaker, he 
teaches magic as a leisure-time 
skill. 
"Magic can turn introverted 
people into extroverts," he said. 
He added, the class is not all 
fun and games. 
"Despite the fact it is a relax- 
ed atmosphere, we have ex- 
aminations, reports and pro- 
jects." Nieland said. 
Former REC 225 student 
Heidi Uhl, a junior occupational 
therapy major from Springboro, 
Ohio, said she is glad she took 
the class. 
"(Nieland) talks to you on 
your level, like a friend." Uhl 
said. 
Uhl said she would recom- 
mend the class to all students, 
regardless of their major. 
"Even workaholics need 
leisure," Uhl said. 
"It was one of the most en- 
joyable classes I've had at 
Eastern, and I made a lot of 
friends," Uhl said. , 
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Activities 
Little Colonels leap to national ranking 
Progress photo/Charlie Bolton 
Members of the dance team perform their routine at half time. 
Fraternity alumnus continues 
dedication to Greek system 
By Lisa Borders 
Activities editor 
Kent D. Howell, a 1985 
graduate and alumnus of the 
university chapter of Sigma Chi, 
was recently appointed as the 
regional director for the Sigma 
Chi fraternity campus chapters 
in Kentucky. 
"It's a real honor to have this 
position, and I'm grateful for 
the opportunity." Howell said. 
According to Howell. his job 
as regional director is to oversee 
and direct the five chapters in 
the Kentucky province. 
He will be supervising and 
assisting the undergraduates 
with their operations and pro- 
grams. The five chapters include 
the university, Western Ken- 
tucky University, the Universi- 
ty of Kentucky, Centre College 
and Murray State University. 
There is also a colony at the 
University of Louisville that 
Howell will be assisting, he said. 
Also, Howell is expected to at- 
tend     several    conferences 
throughout the year. In April he 
will attend the Grand Council, 
and in August, he will attend a 
leadership conference where 
more than 1,000 students will 
attend training sessions and 
workshops conducted by alum- 
ni, Howell said. 
While at the university, 
Howell served as the chapter 
president of Sigma Chi as well 
as corresponding secretary, 
assistant rush chairman and 
assistant pledge trainer. 
Also, Howell was a member of 
the executive council for the In- 
terFraternity Council, Greek 
Week Chairman, American 
Marketing Association and 
Sigma Tau Pi honorary as well 
as Order of Omega, a Greek 
honorary. 
Howell said one of "he main 
things he enjoyed about college 
the most was all the friends he 
made. 
"I enjoyed meeting new peo- 
ple  and making new  friends. 
Most of my closest friends now 
are ones who were in my frater- 
nity or those I met through the 
fraternity." he said. 
"The more interaction you 
have with people, the more you 
can learn and the more effective 
you can be." he added. 
Howell said his positions at 
the university helped him 
prepare for this position. 
"A lot of the things I learned 
to do, especially in my position 
as president and in my dealings 
with people, have given me the 
experience to be more effective 
in what I do." he said. 
Howell said one of his goals as 
regional director is "to have all 
the chapters qualify for the 
Peterson Significant Chapter 
Award," which a high standard 
award with strict criteria in 10 
areas of operation including 
membership recruitment, fre- 
qency and quality cor- 
respondence with alumni as well 
as strong community service. 
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at a theatre near you 
By Jeffrey Newton 
Staff writer 
If you have a pretty smile, good execution. 
originality, a nice appearance, a 2.0 GPA and 
you like to dance in public, there just might be 
a spot for you on the university dance team. 
Now ranked 13th in the nation, the Little Col- 
onels dance team is looking forward to com- 
peting with other Ohio Valley Conference 
schools that have similar dance teams. 
"We don't compete at this time but we are 
hoping that in the near future they (the OVC 
officials) will be able to change this." said J.D. 
Parks, the team's adviser. 
Currently, the dance team performs only at 
the men's home basketball games. 
In a national competition in Memphis. Tenn.. 
the dance team submitted a videotape that was 
judged by a panel. 
The top five teams went on to the national 
championship in San Diego. There were 49 
teams in the competition. 
Parks said the Little Colonels practiced hard 
for the competition. 
The members practice at least two times a 
week - usually more - until all their routines can 
be performed perfectly. 
"We practice no less than four hours a week." 
Parks said. 
"We have to practice so we can be en- 
thusiastic and synchronized." freshman Robin 
Reynolds said. 
According to Parks, the dancers get fined 25 
cents for every minute of practice they miss. 
If they were to miss the whole practice it 
would cost them $5. 
Tryouts are held once a semester and are 
judged by a panel of judges comprised of univer- 
sity faculty members. Parks said. 
"I was already interested in dancing when I 
first came here," Reynolds said. 
There are currently nine women on the dance 
team. 
"When I first joined there were 11 or 12 of 
us. Now I think it is down some," Reynolds 
said. 
"It was hard this year because lady for lady 
we have more talent on the team than we have 
ever had," Parks said. 
Once on the team. Parks said he tries to help 
the women reach their full potential, not only 
as a dancer but also as a student. 
Each dancer has the opportunity to make up 
her own dance routine. Parks said. 
"It helps keep you in shape and 
shows team spirit and support." 
--Becky Allgeier 
The other dancers then decide whether the 
team should use it. 
Parks has implemented a grade point average 
standard for the women to follow. 
This is not a university policy but one im- 
plemented for the good of each dancer, Parks 
said. 
"If they are not here to get an education, then 
I don't need them," Parks said. 
Freshman Sheryl Roberts joined the Little 
Colonels in November. 
"I just liked to dance so I tried out," Roberts 
said. 
The   dancers  come  alive  when  they   are 
performing. 
"It makes us get into our routine more when 
we hear everyone cheering," Reynolds said. 
Much of the success of the Little Colonels is 
because of good leadership on behalf of the cap- 
tains, according to Parks. 
The new captains are sophomore captain 
Becky Allgeier and co-captain Beth Ubelhart. 
Allgeier, a sophomore from Louisville, said 
although practice sessions require patience and 
time, she still enjoys being a Little Colonel. 
"It helps keep you in shape and shows good 
team spirit and support. We have a lot of fun 
when we all get out there and perform 
together." 
At Tuesday's game against Youngstown 
State University, the Little Colonels were 
presented with an award for finishing in 13th 
place in the national competition. 
The award was presented by Dean of Student 
Services Hayward M. "Skip" Daughtery to 
Allgeier and Ubelhart. 
"All these girls are ladies, and I just hope to 
demonstrate leadership and guidance so some- 
day these ladies can do whatever they want 
later on in life," Parks said. 
"Working with these girls helps me be more 
patient and gives me a sense of responsibility 
and certainly the sense of knowing I can 
separate the friendship from the business 
aspect of it," he said. 
Parks has been the dance team adviser for 
three years. 
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Superior 
gender 
subject 
of debate 
By Douglas Norman 
Staff writer 
"Men are superior, though it 
hurts my soul to say it," said 
Gladys Evans, a junior from 
London. "Because Eve was 
made from Adam's rib, women 
are not meant to be equal." 
Raymond Wong, a sophomore 
from Malaysia, doesn't believe 
that women are inferior to men. 
"Judge them as a person," he 
said, "and not as a sex." 
The battle of the sexes may 
begin anew Feb. 3 when 
debaters consider: "Who are 
superior? Men or Women." 
The debate is being sponsored 
by the Department of 
Philosophy, which has held Ox- 
ford style debates once a 
semester for the past four years. 
The debates have included 
such topics as the devil's ex- 
istence, morality and life after 
death. 
Dr. Robert Miller of the 
philosophy department will be 
taking the position that men are 
superior while Dr. Bonnie Gray, 
also of the philosophy depart- 
ment, will take the position that 
men and women are equal. Dr. 
Klaus Heberle, of the Depart- 
ment of Government, will argue 
that women are superior. 
Dr. Ron Messerich, a pro- 
fessor in the philosophy depart- 
ment, will serve as moderator of 
the event. 
Heberle is the first professor 
from outside the Department of 
Philosophy to be scheduled for 
one of its debates. 
Miller said Heberle was 
chosen to debate this time 
because he is presently teaching 
a class in the philosophy depart- 
ment and because he also 
teaches a course in political 
philosophy witnin nls own 
department. 
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Campus clips 
Progress illustrationAThomas Marsh 
"Our role is to get the position out. We try to get 
them (students) to look at an issue beyond their 
own thinking." 
-Dr. Robert Miller 
"He is probably the most 
philosophically trained person in 
his department," Miller said. 
While only students taking 
practical reasoning and 
beginning philosophy are re- 
quired to attend the debate, it 
will also be open to students and 
faculty who would like to 
attend. 
In the tradition of the Oxford 
style debate, the audience is in- 
vited to get involved. 
As Miller puts it, "When 
something is said that you par- 
ticularly like or strongly agree 
with, express approval; when 
it's something you strongly 
disagree with, booing would not 
be inappropriate." 
"Our role is to get the position 
out," Miller said. "We try to get 
them (students) to look at an 
issue beyond their own think- 
ing." 
Miller stressed the importance 
of philosophy for students. He 
said that philosophy "helps 
students to learn how to 
reason." 
He also noted that students 
who were philosophy major's 
scored higher than students 
from any other major on law 
school entry exams. 
The debate will be held from 
7:30 p.m. until 9 p.m. Feb. 3 in 
the Clark Room of the Wallace 
Building. 
According to Miller, the 
debates have drawn large 
crowds in the past, and students 
and faculty have been turned 
away due to a lack of space. He 
recommended that those who 
plan to attend the debate arrive 
by 7:15 p.m. in order to secure 
a seat. 
Financial help available 
Feb. 1-5 has been designated 
Financial Aid Awareness Week. 
The university's financial aid 
personnel will be available from 
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Powell 
Building (across from the infor- 
mation desk) to distribute 
1988-89 financial aid forms and 
to answer any questions. 
Health clinic offered 
A free health promotion clinic 
will be offered to all university 
faculty and staff from noon to 1 
p.m. every Wednesday and from 
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. every 
Thursday in Room 317 of the 
Rowlett Building. Such services 
as blood pressure checks, hear- 
ing and vision screening, self 
breast exams, weight checks, 
blood sugar checks will be of- 
fered and free health promotion 
pamphlets will be available. 
Also, anyone interested in stop- 
smoking or weight-management 
groups should call Claire 
Schuster at 622-2092. 
Teaching seminars held 
Berea College is offering a 
series of seminars for secondary 
school teachers in the 
southeastern region. Offerings 
include cross-discipline and con- 
centration in: The Culture of 
Japan, Disease and Culture and 
Women's Voices. Participants 
will be awarded a $250 stipend 
and all'expenses. Teachers from 
middle and high schools in any 
subject areas are invited to at- 
tend. Dates of the program are 
from June 12 through June 24, 
1988. For more information 
write Ms. Jackie Betts, CPO 67, 
Berea College, Berea. KY 40404 
or call (606)986-9341 (extension 
6507). Application deadline is 
March 31, 1988. 
DPMA to meet 
The Delta Pi Student Chapter 
of the Data Processing Manage- 
ment Association will meet at 5 
p.m. Feb. 3 in the Kennamer 
Room of the Powell Building. 
All CIS. CSC and other majors 
are encouraged to attend. 
KDT parties planned 
Kappa Delta Tau service 
organization has planned its 
spring "get acquainted" parties. 
The remaining parties will be 
Jan. 28 and Feb. 2 in McGregor 
Hall lobby and Feb.4 in Hern- 
don Lounge in the Powell 
Building. All parties will start 
promptly at 9 p.m. For more in- 
formation, contact Judy Simp- 
son at 622-4586. 
Barristers to meet 
The Barrister club will visit 
the University of Kentucky Law 
School at 1 p.m. Feb. 2. All 
those interested in making the 
trip should contact Kayrn West 
at 622-5931 by noon Feb. 1. 
Special services offered 
The Office of Student Special 
Services would like to make 
aware services available to han- 
dicapped students. If you or 
anyone you know, needs help in 
anyway, contact Norma 
Reynolds at 622-1500 or stop in 
Room 116 of the Combs 
Building during regular office 
hours of 8 a.m. to noon or 1 p.m. 
to 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday. 
Free tutoring available 
The English Resource Room 
in Room 229 of the Keith 
Building offers free tutoring to 
all university students. Seven 
tutors are available to serve 
students in all aspects of 
English composition, literature. 
spelling, grammar and study 
skills. Both walk-in and planned 
appointment scheduling are 
available from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
Mondays and Tuesdays, 8 a.m. 
to 5 p.m. Wednesdays. 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. Thursdays and 8 a.m. 
to 1 p.m. Fridays. For more in- 
formation call 622-6191. 
Colloquium to be held 
The Department of 
Psychology will sponsor a collo- 
quium titled "Implementation 
of Comparable Worth: Sources 
of Bias in Job Evaluation" from 
1:15 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. Feb. 5 in 
the Adams Room of the Wallace 
Building. The program is free 
and open to the public. For more 
information, call Dr. Robert 
Brubaker at 622-1105. 
New organization 
arrives on campus 
By Jeffrey Newton 
Staff writer 
The university will have a 
newly chartered business club 
Feb 1. 
The American Society for Per- 
sonnel Administration will have 
its first new-member social 
orientation at 7 p.m. in the Ken- 
namer Room of the Powell 
Building. ' 
The club's purpose is to help 
students gain leadership oppor- 
tunities and experience in 
managing people, according to 
club charter member Doug 
Schuerman. 
ASPA is the leading person- 
nel organization for resource 
management in the country, ac- 
cording to Schuerman. 
"This club will help people 
gain the outside experience of 
what goes on in the real world 
and help them to use that 
knowledge to further their 
management studies," Schuer- 
man said. 
The university chapter will 
visit numerous industrial plants 
and hear from a variety of 
speakers from around the state 
of Kentucky. 
The chapter has a national 
membership and a separate 
university membership. 
Schuerman said everyone is 
welcome. 
For more information on how 
to become a member of ASPA 
call Greg Dee at 623-0083. 
Student      Special 
Two    Tacos 
with 
rice    or    beans 
$1.99 
with      student      ID 
SI.99 For a Half Dozen Roses ! 
i Flower shop 
630 Big hill Avenue. Suite 4 
Richmond. KY404 75 
MUST HAVE COUPON WHEN PURCHASING 
Expires 2-3-88 
624-0198 
IP TOU NEED A LETTER DELIVERED 
QUICK 
LET OK CAB CO. MAKE THE CONNECTION 
Richmond's OK Cab Company. Madison County's 
exclusive Federal Fax-mail representative 
has been Interconnected with over-half-mlllon 
public and private facsimile terminals (both 
here In the US and abroad) for the transmission 
and delivery of important mail and documents 
to or from Richmond in two hours or less. 
If you need to send 
urgent letters, legal 
documents, orders, 
contracts, medical 
records or any kind 
of correspondence- 
let OK Cab Company- 
pick up or deliver your 
instant mail to your 
door. 623-4521 
Don't forget to order Flowers 
for   that special person 
Bud Vases        Carnations 
Roses 
Mixt 
wooooooooooift^owxwooeoooooooooooo^ 
Cash and Carry Specials 
Order Early for Valentines WeekfFeb 8-14) 
Richmond 
Green House 
Flower Shop 
623-3410 111 Westover Ave. 
Keeping Your Look  Up To 
Date   And   Fashionable   Is 
Almost As  Important To 
Reaching  Your  Goals   As 
Choosing   The   Right   School. 
At HAIRMASTERS   Wc Offer 
You The Latest  In Hair 
Fashion   And   Personal 
Care  And  Personal 
Consultation   to   Assure 
That Your New Look 
[iMatches   Your   Lifestyle. 
Student Discount On Cut And Style 
$3.00 Off $5.00 Off $3.00 Off 
Ladies Cut     Ladies Cut     Mens Cut 
And Style 
Offer good.with valid student I.D. 
Good thru Feb '88 
** Present this coupon $1 
to receiue 
$1.00 
toward the purchase of 
any regular priced meal 
B/%^ IA^ ITF A Must lnclude ■K MIXI       m|\l f   #m Beuerage Purchase 
*<«►> y 
.-]- 
Monday night receiue 157o off 
with ualid student I.D. 
**STflRTING   MONDAY** 
HLL NEW MEXICAN TflCO BRR 
CHECK IT OUT!! 
TGIF PARTY! 
Complimentary "South of the 
Border" Buffet! 
25c Mugs & Sunrise Specials 
99c Happy Hour Specials Till 9:00 
ROCKIIM1 & DANCING NIGHTLY 
MAIN,DOWNTOWN 
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Arts/ Entertainment 
Missing art leaves some students uneasy 
By Jeff Newton 
Staff writer 
After having three paintings 
stolen in her four years at the 
university, Libby Williamson, a 
senior art painting major, said 
she feels like she has been 
physically assaulted. 
"It is kind of like a slap in my 
face." she said. 
After working hundreds of 
man hours on art sculptures and 
paintings, many university 
students, like Williamson, 
return to find their nearly com- 
pleted work stolen from the 
Campbell Building studios. 
The studios are open from 8 
a.m. till 10 p.m. so students may 
work on projects due in classes. 
Theater 
visualizes 
mountain 
existence 
By Sheryl Edelen 
Staff writer 
Called "a breath of authentic 
America" by the Christian 
Science Monitor, "South of the 
Mountain," the musical to be 
performed, is the story of two 
generations of a mountain 
family. 
The time spans from the first 
generation's beginnings on a 
small farm, to modern changes 
brought about by civilization 
and industrialization. 
Roadside Theater was formed 
in 1974, as a part of the rural 
arts organization, Appalshop. 
The purpose of this theater for 
the past 13 years, has been to 
develop a kind of theater to 
which the people in the southern 
mountains of Appalachia could 
appreciate and relate. 
The 12-member troupe has at- 
tempted to accomplish this goal 
by developing original plays and 
songs about mountain life. 
Now one of a handful of ex- 
isting rural theater companies in 
the United States, Roadside 
Theater has performed in more 
than  500  back  hollows,  coal 
"The art department's pro- 
grams depend on the work time 
of our students," professor Den- 
nis Whitcopf said. 
"This building is running 
night and day, virtually," he 
added. 
Whitcopf said there isn't any 
way that students could finish 
their work in class time alone, 
making it a necessity for their 
unfinished projects to be left in 
the studios overnight. 
According to Whitcopf, the 
art works that have been stolen 
were, with the exception of the 
paintings, all very small. 
Williamson said she needed 
some of her stolen work for her 
Bachelor of Fine Arts Review. 
"I'll have to do some more 
work. I didn't even have time to 
make any slides of any of those 
paintings," Williamson said. 
Another student said he work- 
ed so hard on his sculpture, he 
couldn't adequately describe in 
print how angry he was when it 
was stolen. 
"I was just to the point where 
I was putting a finishing on it 
and next thing I new it was rip- 
ped off," he said. 
"It is part of your existence 
and then some guy comes and 
takes it just to be cute," he 
added. 
Security for the Campbell 
Building runs from the time the 
In a nutshell.... 
'South of the Mountain' 
7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Gifford Theatre 
camps, fairs and churches, not 
to mention their performances 
at such places as off-Broadway 
in New York, Lincoln Center 
and the National Storytelling 
Festival. 
The performers have also 
recorded a widely-acclaimed 
children's album, "Mountain 
Tales." 
The artists performing in this 
production consist of Tommy 
Progress illustration/Thomas Marsh 
Bledsoe and Nancy Jefferies. 
Ron Short, who wrote both 
the play and the songs that will 
accompany it, will also co-direct 
and star in this production. 
Dudley Cocke is the director.! 
His directing efforts include the 
roadside productions of "Pretty 
Polly" and "Leaving Egypt." 
Also called "a stellar work 
which documents and reports 
dramatically the Appalachian 
area from which it sprang," by 
the Nashville Tennessean. 
"South of the Mountain" was 
designed to provide entertain- 
ment for both the young and 
old. 
EARN $20.00 TODAY 
IF   YOU   ARE   A   NEW   DONOR,   OR   IF   IT   HAS 
BEEN    THREE    MONTHS    OR    LONGER    SINCE 
YOUR    LAST    DONATION    HERE,    BRING    THIS 
AD    OR    YOUR    STUDENT    I.D.    AND    EARN    $20.00 
TODAY.       PLEASE   ONLY   ONE   AD   TO   A   DONOR. 
624-9814 
for     more     information,     call 
RICHMOND PLASMA 
125    S.   Third    St. 
OFFER      EXPIRES      3-31-88 
CENTER 
department is open until the 
studios close at night. 
The security is provided by 
campus police and is shared 
with guards who monitor other 
buildings. 
"We are totally dependant on 
our security," Whitcopf said. 
"I'm not blaming the securi- 
ty department. They are always 
there patroling," senior art ma- 
jor Mark Evans said. 
"I think they (people who are 
taking the art work) should just 
realize they are not just at a 
shopping mart for art and they 
can't just can't come through 
and pick up whatever they feel 
like taking," Evans added. 
Whitcopf   said   he   wanted 
students to respect his students 
work. 
"It is always going to be a 
problem when art is in a public 
place," Whitcopf said. 
Many of the bronze sculptures 
stolen from the art department 
took up to five and a half weeks 
to complete, according to 
Whitcopf. 
The supplies for a bronze are 
estimated at $20. 
Most of the students who 
have had art stolen from the 
studios have been reluctant to 
estimate total costs lost, partly 
because they fear more theft 
might result, partly because 
they said it was difficult to 
evaluate the cost of labor into 
their works. 
According to Whitcopf and 
Williamson, the art thefts have 
been going on for several 
months. 
Whitcopf said reports were fil- 
ed on the thefts to the universi- 
ty Division of Public Safety. 
"It's like losing a child 
sometimes," Whitcopf said. 
Paintbrushes have also been 
stolen from the art department, 
according to Whitcopf. 
"It was the only painting that 
I've ever done that I liked," 
Evans said. 
"I'm just praying someone 
will bring it back," he added. 
For information concerning a 
stolen painting contact the art 
department in Room 309 of the 
Campbell Building. 
Urban contemporary tunes 
gain popularity for WDMC 
By Jennifer Feldman 
Arts editor 
Top 40 is taking a back seat 
to a different type of music, ac- 
cording to disc jockeys at 
WDMC, the campus radio 
station. 
They should know. In the five 
years that WDMC has been 
transmitting, the station has 
employed an urban contem- 
porary format. 
"When we talk about UC. 
we're talking about soul music, 
but it also crosses over to Top 
40. like Kenny G.. Kool Moedee. 
Skinny Boys, to traditional 
singers like Peabo Bryson and 
Natalie Cole, to some low level 
jazz like David Sandborn, and 
whatever else is basically hap- 
pening," said Emery Lee. a 
senior broadcasting major and 
UC director. 
During its first four years. 
UC's time slot was restricted to 
weekends, from 6 p.m. until 9 
p.m. 
Because of increased listener- 
ship however, the program has 
gained additional air time - now 
it airs from 9 p.m until midnight 
on Tuesdays and Thursdays, 
from 3 p.m. until midnight on 
Fridays and Saturdays and 
from 6 p.m until midnight on 
Sundays, the program's 
strongest day. 
Lee said the program's 
popularity was due in part to 
the residence halls including 
Case, McGregor and Keene 
halls, tuning in to the station on 
the weekends. 
"A lot of dorms keep it on dur- 
ing the weekends and people 
hear it and then they tune it in 
on their own radios," he aid. 
But part of the success was 
purely acccidental. 
"We had a lack of Top 40 DJs 
and we had been experiencing 
such positive feedback, that 
Floyd Bell production manager, 
said, 'Here's your chance,' and 
we haven't failed yet," Lee said. 
Steven Smith agrees. A senior 
broadcasting major, Smith is 
also the most popular UC DJ at 
WDMC. 
"I'm well informed about the 
job I do. I know you have to be 
conversational to keep people 
listening," He said. 
Though reception for the AM 
station is just campuswide. Lee 
said he hopes to gain enough 
notoriety through the program 
to promote the "East Coast 
Crew," a sound and light system 
the station rents that features 
an urban contemporary format. 
At a recent dance, the East 
Coast Crew drew more than 300 
SA TURD A Y-     MONDA Y 
^ISt IS; 
QPWSO&IL 
FREE PIZZA V  **   ~™ 
GET 2-12" CHEESE PIZZAS WITH ONE TOPPING 
OF YOUR CHOICE FOR JUST $9.95 NO COUPON NECESSARY! JUST ASK! 
GOOD   TO   THE   VERY   EDGE! 
ENJOY OUR FRIENDLY 
DINING ROOM 
STUDENT      COUPON 
FAST , FREE DELIVERY 
623-2117     263 EAST MAIN ST. 
THURSDAY    NIGHT 
16'  ONE   ITEM   AND   PITCHER  OF   SUDS 
$10.95 
(6-12  P.M. 
FIESTA 
FRIDAY 
99*   Jumbo Ritas 
$1.25  Mexican Bottles 
Free Taco Bar 
only at 
O'RILEV'S   PUB 
COUNTRY CHICKEN 
WING SPECIAL 99 0 
3 chicken wings and a biscuit. 
offer expires: January 31,  1988 
Not valid with any other offer 
or discount. r  
j WING SPECIAL 99 0 
3 chicken wings and a biscuit. 
J offer expires: January 31,   1988 
Not valid with any other offer 
or discount. 
WING SPECIAL 99 * 
3 chicken wings and a biscuit. 
offer expires:  January 31,  1£88 
Not valid with any other offer 
or discount. 
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Greeting cards not much 
of greeting sometimes 
P'ogress photo/Mike Morris 
Plaster master 
Mmyoung Bowling, left, a senior from Richmond, and Eric Pinkel, a junior from Cincinnati, tie 
pieces of a plaster mold together with wire. The mold will be used for a bronze casting. 
"Welcome to House O' Cards. 
Can I help you?" 
"Hhhhii. I need a card." came 
the staggered reply, somewhat 
intimidated by the rows upon 
rows of greeting cards. 
"Well, you came to the right 
place. Yes sir, if it's one thing we 
here at House O' Cards have, 
it's cards. Let me show yourone 
that's been real popular this 
time of year." 
The clerk plucked a green 
greeting card adorned with 
dollar signs from one of the 
shelves. 
"Just read this sentiment - 
'Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
We'll soon have your money 
Your taxes are due.' " 
"That's nice but not what I'm 
looking for. ..." 
"Well of course it's not. I 
didn't have you pegged as an 
auditor. We sell most of these to 
auditors, you know. I just 
wanted to give you a sampling 
Tuned in 
Humor, respect mark 'Good Morning' 
By Joe Griggs 
Staff writer 
In the past year, the movies 
have seen a bombardment of 
Vietnam-related films, riding 
the coal (ails of the enormously 
successful "Platoon." 
"The Hanoi Hilton," 
"Gardens of Stone," "Ham- 
burger Hill" and "Full Metal 
Jacket" have all been released in 
the past year, catering to the 
public's increasing interest in 
the Vietnam conflict. 
Most, however, have been 
rather disappointing, failing to 
offer any originality or insight 
into the subject. 
The latest entry in this trend 
is "Good Morning Vietnam," a 
film that, despite the serious 
subject matter, manages to be 
very funny without becoming an 
"Animal House" version of the 
Vietnam War. 
The film stars Robin Williams 
as a disc jockey for a U.S. Army 
radio station in Saigon. Shortly 
after his arrival, he becomes 
quite a controversial figure. 
To most, he is a national hero 
who has the best intersts of the 
American soldiers in mind. To 
Review 
others, he is a threat to securi- 
ty and a disruption to an already 
unstable environment. 
"Good Morning Vietnam" 
does not have a great deal of 
plot aside from Williams' un- 
conventional radio antics. There 
are subplots dealing with acts of 
terrorism, a romance between 
Williams and a local Vietnamese 
woman, a class to which 
Williams teaches English (and 
profanity) lessons and a rather 
implausible storyline dealing 
with an official who wants to 
have Williams killed because he 
does not like the message he 
delivers to the soldiers. 
But, throughout the film, 
director Barry Levinson takes 
the audience far beyond the 
radio station. The entire feel of 
Vietnam is as apparent in this 
movie as nearly any other 
released thus far. It would have 
been easy to use the Vietnam 
War as a cinematic backdrop for 
tasteless one-liners and sup- 
posedly humorous situations. 
But the film treats the war in 
a surprisingly serious way - its 
message being the American 
troops were treated cruelly and 
unjustly and they needed a lit- 
tle comedy to keep their sanity. 
It shows how the best interests 
of the American troops were the 
lowest on everyone's list of 
priorities. 
Essentially, "Good Morning 
Vietnam" is a one-man show for 
Williams. He is easily one of the 
most naturally funny men in 
Hollywood, and he has never 
had so much of a chance to pro- 
ve it as he does in this film. 
Unlike Williams' films in the 
past few years, "Good Morning 
Vietnam" allows him to really 
prove how funny he can be. He 
is funny in scenes with Viet- 
namese citizens. He is funny 
with American troops. And he is 
particualrly funny with the pom- 
pous, arrogant officials who op- 
pose him. 
Williams seems to have as 
much freedom with his jokes in 
this movie as he does in his 
stand-up routines. And he is 
equally as funny. 
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Fashions in 
Eyeglasses 
WILLIAM R. ISAACS OR. C. L. DAVI8 
Optometrist Optometrist 
WILLIAM T. REYNOLDS 
Optomatriat 
228 W. Main   Richmond Ky. Open Mon • Sat 8:30 am - 5:oo pm 
Insurance Welcome 
Medical Cards 
Credit Tarms 
Available 
623-3358 
Member of Kentucky Optomaaic Association 
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Wake up to Shone^s 
Breakfast Bar 
What rould possibly be better 
than Shuneys All you careto 
eat Breakfast Bar* How about 
more items than ever before 
at a great low price Wike up 
to breakfast at Shoney's 
SHONEYS 
Amencas 
Dinner "fable. 
EKU Students: Present Your I.D. and 
Receive 10% Off Any Purchase! 
241 Eastern By-Pass 
It is likely that Hollywood will 
eventually beat the subject of 
Vietnam to death. But it is a 
nice change of pace to see a more 
light-hearted side of the subject, 
one that does not offer the same 
stale formula that has been us- 
ed in many films about many 
wars over the years, such as the 
atrociously dull "Apocolypse 
Now." 
"Good Morning Vietnam" 
does not make any startling 
revelations or provide any mind- 
boggling insights; some of the 
characters are one-dimensional 
and generic. And it ends on a 
rather blunt and pointless note. 
But it treats the subject with 
both respect and humor without 
becoming either preachy or 
exploitative. 
That is a goal that the other 
Vietnam films have yet to 
achieve. 
of   what   we   had.   Here  now. 
here's a card from the heart- 
Congratulations    on    your 
divorce.' Now this one really 
shows you care." 
"But this person's not even 
married..." 
"Not married, heh? Now 1 
think I know what you're look- 
ing for. Take a look at this one -- 
'Idea for a lonely Saturday night 
Number 38. Decide once and for 
all if your hair is normal, oily or 
dry.' " 
"Ha ha. That's funny. But not 
exactly what I had in mind. I 
just need ..." 
"Not married but not exactly 
single, is it? Heh-heh," the clerk 
chuckled knowingly as he nudg- 
ed the customer. "Here's the 
perfect card. - 
'Congratulations to the happy 
couple who have finally decided 
to make that Big Move.' " 
"Not even close, but if you'll 
just point me in the direction of 
"No problem. You need a get 
well card for your veterinarian 
whii got rabies?" 
"No." 
"A bon voyage card for your 
friend who's leaving to study ar- 
chitecture over in Europe?" 
"Nope." 
"An Tve-never-been-so- 
happy-now-that-your-out-of-my- 
life' card?"     "Negative." 
By this time the clerk was 
dabbing his forehead with a 
handkerchief. 
"Never before had a customer 
been so demanding." he thinks. 
"Why don't you just come 
right out and tell me what it is 
you want," he said, sounding a 
little more irritated than when 
the customer had first entered 
the store. 
"I want a birthday card." 
"Well, why didn't you just 
say so," the clerk exclaimed, 
brightening up. "Take your 
pick. We've got birthday cards 
for everyone - relatives' birth- 
day, boyfriend's birthday, 
girlfriend's birthday, mailman's 
birthday ..." 
Yes, it's true. Even buying a 
card isn't as easy as it used to 
be. 
Gospel singers to celebrate 
February, Black History month 
Progress staff report 
The Hollis Sisters and Friends 
will kick off Black History 
month with a gospel perfor- 
mance Feb. 5 in the Grise Room 
of the Combs Building. 
Their presentations include a 
variety of art including singing, 
dancing and dramatizing, accor- 
ding to a recent press release 
from the Office of Minority 
Affairs. 
Their group has performed in 
front of an assortment of 
organizations such as the Na- 
tional Association for the 
Advancement of Colored Peo- 
ple, Tri-Cities Women's Club 
and Hope College's Black 
History Program. 
The group includes a drum- 
mer, a guitarist, a keyboardist 
and two female vocalists. 
This event is free and open to 
the public. 
The performance will be at 
7:30 p.m. 
The Hollis Sisters and Friends 
show is sponsored by minority 
affairs. 
For further information on the 
Hollis Sisters and Friends call 
the Office of Minority Affairs in 
the Powell Building during 
regular business hours. 
Total Body 
Tanning 
Salon 
606-624-9351 
EKU STUDENTS 
$5.00 OFF 
For Package of Twelve 
With Student ID 
HAPPY HOUR 
2 For 1 Visits 
11:00 - 1:00 
LARGEST IN TOWN 
GREEKS 
The U.B.S Greek/Charity 
Program Ends Saturday 
January 30, 1988 
Collect All Your Receipts! 
There's No Time To Waste 
BUT TIME TO 
SAVE BIG. ... 
JANUARY 28 TIL JANUARY 30 
ALL GREEK MERCHANDISE 
IN STOCK 
% 
*% 
$ 
n 
IF IT'S   GREEK 
IT'S 
25% OFF 
UNIVERSITY BOOK & SUPPLY 
JUST OFF CAMPUS - 528 EASTERN BY-PASS 
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Defense fuels 
two OVC wins 
By Brent Risner 
Sports editor 
Minutes before Saturday 
night's game with the Ten- 
nessee State University 
Tigers, university basketball 
player Jeff McGil! walked 
through the bleachers in 
Alumni Coliseum holding a 
bag of ice on his shooting 
hand. 
He said his hand was all 
right, so apparently he was 
trying to cool it off •- but the 
ice didn't help. 
McGill tossed in 30 points 
worth of baskets, a career 
high, in leading the Colonels 
to a 114-97 win before an 
estimated crowd of 3,600. 
"We can get scoring from 
anyone on the team. 
Everybody knows that," 
McGill said. "We just need to 
go out and keep the other 
team from scoring." 
In the first two minutes, 
TSU did almost all the scor- 
ing as the Tigers took an ear- 
ly 12-2 lead. 
"It worried me a little bit, 
but I knew the night was still 
young," said defensive 
specialist Bobby Collins. 
Not to be outdone by 
McGill. TSU's Anthony 
Mason, the OVC's second 
leading scorer with a 27-point 
average, had nine points in 
that stretch. 
Before all was said and 
done for the night. Mason 
would have 44 points to his 
credit. 
"Our plan was not to let 
(Mason) get on the foul line," 
said university basketball 
coach Max Good. "If he gets 
30 field goals, he gets 30 field 
goals, and I was afraid he was 
going to." 
It was Collins who led the 
charge back as the Colonels 
applied relentless defensive 
pressure to take its first lead 
18-16 on a McGill lay up. 
Offensively, the rest of the 
first half belonged to senior 
guard Junior Curtis, who 
scored 13 first-half points off 
the bench including two 
three-pointers. 
"It felt good when I hit the 
first one, and then I knew I 
was on," Curtis said. 
"Junior Curtis obviously 
gave us a spark." Good said. 
"He hit a couple of shots bent 
over backwards." 
A dunk and two free 
throws at the end of the half 
by Collins gave the Colonels 
a 62-42 lead at intermission. 
"I think the difference in 
the game was the pressure 
they began applying early in 
the game and that pressure 
really hurt us." said TSU 
coach Larry Reid. "We didn't 
want to play a running game 
with them, but we got down 
real quick and in a hurry." 
The second half was more 
of the same. 
A McGill jumper gave the 
Colonels a 71-46 as they were 
well on their way to clinching 
a season high for points in 
one game. 
They lead by as many as 29 
points. 89-60, with 11 
minutes remaining in the 
game helped along the way 
by a flagrant technical foul 
called on TSU's Patrick 
Davis. 
"We wanted our defense to 
fuel our offense," Good said. 
"We've worked very hard on 
defense all week long. That's 
where our efforts were." 
One Colonel, Tyrone 
Howard, who handed out 
eight assists and scored 11 
points for the game, said he 
has dedicated himself to 
defense. 
"I just told myself I'm go- 
ing to play defense the rest of 
the year," Howard said. "I 
don't want to score. I'm out 
there to play defense." 
Good said he wanted 
Howard to continue looking 
to score and that his defense 
has improved. 
Progress photo/Mike Morris 
Jeff McGill goes up for two of his 30 points. 
"We just couldn't handle 
the (defensive) pressure." said 
Youngstown coach Jim 
Cleamons. "There's a saying 
that goes 'If you can't stand 
the heat, get out of the kit- 
chen.- They definitely had a 
lot of heat tonight." 
A look ahead to.... 
Men's basketball at Alumni 
Coliseum. Tip-off at 7:30 
p.m. Saturday vs. 
Tennessee Tech, Monday 
vs. Middle Tennessee. 
The Colonels moved to 10-7 
and 4-2 in the Ohio Valley 
Conference with an 83-55 win 
over Youngstown State 
University before 2,100 fans 
at Alumni Coliseum Monday 
night. 
Collins had 18 points, 11 re- 
bounds and six assists for the 
winners. 
Thanks to their defense, 
the Colonels outscored the 
Penguins 16-3 to start the se- 
cond half after leading by six 
at intermission. 
According to the universi- 
ty coaching staff, senior 
guard Curtis Stephen was 
dismissed from the team ear- 
ly last week. 
He had missed practice the 
day before the Colonels were 
to play Austin Peay State 
University in Clarksville. 
Tenn. 
Stephen said he quit the 
team following that game 
because he said he was not 
treated fairly and hadn't got- 
ten enough playing time. 
Humphrey runs 
into NCAA field 
Progress staff report 
This weekend in Johnson Ci- 
ty, Tenn.^at the Eastman Kodak 
Invitational, Jackie Humphrey 
qualified for the NCAA Indoor 
Championship in Oklahoma Ci- 
ty March 11-12. 
Humphrey ran the 55-meter 
hurdles in a time of 7.79 
seconds, but finished second to 
the University of Tennessee's 
Lavonna Martin, the nation's 
No. 1 hurdler. 
According to assistant track 
coach Tim Moore. Humphrey's 
run was slowed when she knock- 
ed down the third hurdle. 
Michelle Westbrook, a 
freshman from Mount Morris. 
Mich., advanced to the 
semifinals in that same event. 
Sophomore Carvella Holmes 
and freshman Dana Petty 
finished third and fourth respec- 
tively in the trial heat of the 
55-meter dash. 
"It was a very, very high- 
quality meet," Moore said. 
"They had what was labeled the 
largest indoor meet in the coun- 
try." 
Charmaine Byer, a senior 
sprinter, did not run at the meet 
because of a pulled hamstring. 
Moore said he will also miss 
another senior sprinter, Karen 
Robinson, who will be out of ac- 
tion for three more weeks with 
an injury. 
Friday and Saturday, both 
the men's and women's team 
will travel to Louisville for the 
Mason-Dixon Games. 
Teams affected 
by YSU decision 
By Mark Harpe 
Staff writer 
Because of its relative isola- 
tion to other Ohio Valley 
Conference schools, 
Youngstown State University 
will be leaving the Ohio Valley 
Conference this summer. 
To compensate for the loss of 
the Penguins, the scheduling 
format for OVC games in two 
sports won't be as it has been in 
past year;-. 
A committee of athletic direc- 
tors who met in Nashville, Tenn. 
in November decided to do away 
with Northern and Southern 
divisions in baseball and 
volleyball. 
The absence of Youngstown, 
a Northern Division school, 
would leave only two other 
schools in that division, the 
university and Morehead State 
University. 
Currently, the Southern Divi- 
sion includes five schools with 
the addition of Tennessee State 
University this year. 
University baseball coach Jim 
Ward doesn't mind the 
realignment. 
"I think it'll strengthen our 
schedule," Ward said. "There's 
more enthusiasm and intensity 
for conference games." 
This year, Ward's team will 
play Youngstown and Morehead 
three times at home and three 
times on the road for a total of 
12 games. 
Beginning in 1988-89, each 
OVC baseball team will play the 
other teams twice at home and 
on the road. 24 games in all, 
unless other schools leave or are 
added to the conference. 
Eliminating divisional play 
will not have a strong effect on 
the university volleyball team, 
according to its coach, Geri 
Polvino. 
She said it will toughen her 
team's schedule by facing an im- 
proving group of conference 
schools and enhance the chances 
of getting an invitation to the 
NCAA tournament. 
THE TkEND Is MATRIX: 
Matrix is the trend that makes it simple 
to capture the look you love It starts with 
Matrix shampoos and conditioners lor hair 
that's full of body and life. And blooms 
into endless possibilities with Matrix high- 
performance styling products Stop in for 
your personal Matrix hair care prescription 
Wet Cuts Tanning 
$8.00 - GALS *l visits 
$5.00 - GUYS for $25 
Student T.D. Required 
ANDERSON HAIR ON MANE   623-2300 
Captain D's 
a great little seafood place 
1059 Berea Rood, Richmond 
^LLYOU 
CAN EAT 
"Country Style Dinner 
French Fries 
Cole Slaw 
Hush puppies 
$179 3 
SHRIMP and MORE 
Five shrimp, one tender fish fillet, natural 
cut french fries, ^ ^^^ ,*»k.*»k 
7 southern style $^S 99 
hush puppies 
and cole slow. 2 
■ — •»------• CUP THIS COUPON • 
FISH & FRIES Two tender fish fillets, natural cut 
FOR £ef*e^     f\f\ french fries ond 2 southern style 
ONLY huihovooies. 
I 10198...O tax!, fciftmo,   ' 
2.00 
■of J* drkownl 
;,059E7nVr?-s
,Kh73i.88 •£****—**m. 
^ --------- CUP THIS COUPON- ------- 
'RIES Two tender fish fillets, natural cut 
2^» j«*4 french fries and 2 southern style 
hushouppiei. 
Captain D's 
FISH & F  
FOR $4 
ONLY 
■ No*good »■*<*.) vK.. ipacol ordacou* 
1059 ».'»•> >....! Iichmond 
Expires    2-31-88 
---------- CLIP THIS COUPON- — - — ■" — --- 
FISH &  FRIES Two tender fish fillets, natural cut 
FOR c/%     f\f\ french fries and 2 southern style 
ONLY Z.UU nujhpupp,.. 
Ho. good —* o-, i»™ wccal o' dncounl Vi-JlPTel ill     jUrS 
|       Expires    2-31-88 • fleet Httst leeSee* plan 
- — -«----- -•CLIPTHIS COUPON —- — -- — •»- 
FISH & FRIES Two tender fish fillets, noturol cut 
FOR $4f"J>,     f\ JPfc french fries and 2 southern style 
ONLY Z.UU 'fe.       -. 
iNoi^^msino.ovfao*! Vaplain   ill 
Lf^lwtTj»-« - . --ll'Tl'-ri 
Captain D's 
a great little seafood place, 
1059 Berea Road, Richmond 
PARTY 
with Campus Marketing 
YOUR BEST DEAL TO DAYTONA 
YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY) 
$129 
WE DRIVE (THE PARTY STARTS HERE) 
$195 
INCLUDES: 
• Round trip motor coach transportation to beautiful 
Daytona Beach (WE DRIVE Packages Only) We use 
nothing but modern highway coaches 
• Eight Florida days/seven endless nights at one of our 
e«citing occonfront hotels, located tight on the Daytona 
Beach strip Your hotel has o beautiful pool, sun deck air 
conditioned rooms, color TV and a nice long stretch of 
beach 
• A full schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day 
• A full list of pre arranged discounts to save you money 'n 
Daytona Beach 
• Travel representatives to insure a smooth trip and a 
good lime 
• Optional side excursions to Disney World Epcot deep 
sea fishing party cruises etc 
• All taxes and tips 
SPEND A WEEK — NOT A FORTUNE 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
AND SIGN UP CALL LISA OR PEGGY AT 622-2731 
Register For Daytona Give-Away 
Every Tuesday at J. Sutter's. 
Attention Greeks and Groups: 
Party To Daytona Together on Our Bus! 
Sponsored by Campus Marketing    imimciD »o«stK>NMs«cow« nxer 
> 
Snipes 
makes 
impact 
By Kenneth Holloway 
Staff writer 
The university women's 
basketball team was struggling 
at 0-5 Dec. 19. 
That day, the Lady Colonels 
were not looking forward to 
playing the defending national 
champions, the University of 
Tennessee in Knoxville, Tenn. 
The Lady Colonels lost 
115-40, bat one player had just 
l>egun her season. 
Cathy Snipes, a 6-foot-1, 
190-pound junior center, played 
her first game in a Lady Colonel 
uniform and led her team in 
scoring with 14 points. 
She continued to lead her 
team offensively in the next five 
games. 
Spectators, at first glance, 
might not think she could do 
some of the things she does on 
the court. 
"I'm not the slowest member 
of the team," Snipes said. "I feel 
that I can go up and down the 
court, but I also feel I could lose 
about 30 pounds. If I did, I 
would feel better about myself." 
One look at her high school 
and college statistics have con- 
vinced many onlookers that her 
size only helps. 
Snipes, 20, impressed coaches 
in the region with the stats she 
compiled at Alton Senior High 
School in Alton, 111., where she 
was a starter for four years. 
In fact, she led the state her 
senior year in scoring and re- 
bounding averaging 35 points 
and 19 boards per game. 
In nine games as a Lady Col- 
onel, she ranks second on the 
team in scoring averaging 17 
pointsfeer game and 61 percent 
in field goal attempts. 
She has also ranked either 
first or second on the team in re- 
bounding all season and tied a 
school record with 20 boards 
against East Tennessee State 
University Dec. 19. 
Chancellor Dugan, the player 
who set that record in 1982, got 
her first look at Snipes when she 
came to Richmond earlier this 
month when the Lady Colonels 
beat Morehead State Universi- 
ty 79-78. 
"She's got a nice, soft touch 
(on her shot)," said Dugan, now 
an assistant coach for 
Morehead. "It was hard for us 
(the Lady Eagles) to get around 
her." 
University women's basket- 
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Cathy Snipes uses her s 
ball coach George Cox first 
heard about Snipes while he was 
coaching at Tyler Junior College 
in Texas. At that time. Snipes 
was playing junior college ball 
at Northeastern Oklahoma 
Agricultural & Mechanical 
University. 
After talking to many junior 
college coaches about the 
players in N.E. Oklahoma's divi- 
sion, he learned that Snipes was 
highly regarded. 
"Everytime I talked to these 
coaches and asked them 'Who 
are the top four or five junior 
college post players in the na- 
tion?' her name would come up," 
Cox said. 
And for good reason. 
Snipes was named on the 
Kodak All-American team in 
both years at that junior college 
before Cox successfully 
recruited her to the university. 
"We were fortunate enough 
that she picked Eastern Ken- 
tucky over Kansas, Missouri 
and Oklahoma State," Cox said. 
Snipes said she would have at- 
tended a large university if it 
hadn't been for her grades, 
something she felt she could im- 
prove on at the junior college 
level. 
"Junior college gave me a lot 
of experience. It taught me a lot. 
and it prepared me for a division 
one university." she said. "I'm 
rogress photo/Mike Morris 
ize to get easy baskets. 
happy that I did go to a junior 
college first." 
Her chance to play for the 
Lady Colonels at the beginning 
of this season was put on hold 
because she needed to repeat a 
biology course, which she com- 
pleted here last semester. 
According to NCAA rules, she 
was not eligible to go through 
preseason practice with the 
team and play any games until 
that biology grade was added to 
her transcript. 
"She worked as hard as 
anybody we had in our off- 
season (conditioning) program 
up to October 15," Cox said. 
"But after that time, the rules 
said she could not practice with 
the team or be part of any team 
meetings." 
Nevertheless, her team and 
coach had the confidence in 
Snipes to pass the class so they 
selected her as one of the team 
captains and had her profile 
printed in the team's media 
guide before she even became 
eligible. 
Cox said it will take her some 
time to get back in shape and to 
better understand his coaching 
system. 
"You just cannot go that long 
without losing a bit of 
something," Cox said. "She is 
just now really getting her con- 
fidence back." 
PHONE 3 LOUNGE 
Presents Live from New Orleans: 
Stairway to Heaven 
...1HI Mbulf To 
f WEDNESDAY 
1 FEB. 3      ILY 
This Thursday - Saturday 
THE CLEAVER BROS. 
"They're different, and you'll love 'em!" 
Thursday • Ladies No Cover 
& watrh for GREG AUSTIN FEB. 4 - fi 
Lady Colonels remain 
at .500 in OVC games 
By Brent Risner 
Sports editor 
After beating Tennessee State 
University Saturday night 
86-74. the Lady Colonels basket- 
ball team looked to win its se- 
cond Ohio Valley Conference 
game in a row. 
They had that chance Monday 
night in Alumni Coliseum - the 
chance to move to 4-2 in the con- 
ference since dropping their first 
two OVC games last week. 
But according to Carl a Coffey. 
the team's motivation to beat 
Youngstown State University 
just wasn't there. 
"I think the key problem 
tonight was when we got down, 
we didn't get back up." said Cof- 
fey following her team's 88-73 
defeat. "Our motivation was 
point zero." 
The Lady Colonels led by as 
many as six in the first half 
however, when Tina Reece made 
a three-pointer to make it 24-18. 
That lead gradually shrunk 
and they trailed at halftime 
40-36 despite holding Dorothy 
Bowers, Youngstown's all-time 
leading scorer and an All- 
American candidate, to only 
eight points. 
"We were mad at halftime,'' 
Reece said. "We weren't playing 
any defense." 
"We were doing a good job 
stopping Bowers, but we were 
letting the little guard (Carol 
Nee) penetrate and give it to 
other people, "she added. 
While the university concen- 
trated on Bowers, who averages 
more than 27 points per game, 
the Lady Penguins were told to 
shut down Reece. who was 
limited to seven points, well 
below her average. 
"We took Reece out of the 
game," said Ed DiGregorio. the 
Lady Penguins' head coach. 
"That's what we were planning 
on doing." 
"They were playing man-to- 
man (defense) out top." Reece 
said. "It was just hard for me to 
get open to get a good shot." 
The second half saw Bowers 
recover her shooting form as her 
mm\ W~ 
Coffey Botta 
A look ahead to.... 
Women's basketball tonight 
at Manual Gym in Louisville 
vs. University of Louisville at 
7:30 p.m. Home games 
Saturday vs. Tennessee 
Tech and Monday vs. Mid- 
dle Tennessee. Tip-off for 
both games at 5 p.m. in 
Alumni Coliseum.  
team took control of the boards. 
"I wasn't really worried about 
scoring." Bowers said. "I have 
always had trouble scoring here. 
Once I saw my teammates scor- 
ing then a lot of things started 
opening up for me." 
In the second half alone. 
Bowers scored 20 of her game- 
high 28 points and grabbed 10 
rebounds. 
For Reece, the final 20 
minutes were not happily spent. 
At the 17-minute mark she 
was substituted and didn't 
return for another nine minutes. 
Reece said assistant coach 
Angelo Botta made the decision 
to remove her from the game. 
"He said I was goofing off and 
laughing (on the court)," she 
said. "There was no time in the 
game I can remember ever 
laughing." 
Botta said he and university 
basketball coach George Cox 
did not feel Reece was "mental- 
ly in the game." 
With Reece on the bench, the 
university still managed to get 
to within two at 51-49 on two 
free throws by Sondra Miller. 
Youngstown then went on a 
21-12 run over the next six 
minutes to put its lead into dou- 
ble digits and improve its OVC 
record to 3-2 and 11-6 overall. 
Botta said the players receiv- 
ed a long post-game talk. 
"We just don't think we're 
playing as a team. We're playing 
as individuals," he said. "We're 
not a 1 and-12 team." 
The Lady Penguins outshot 
the Lady Colonels from the field 
53 percent to 37 percent but 
were outrebounded by five. 
• • » 
Coffey's season-high 29-point 
performance against the TSU 
Lady Tigers Saturday was over- 
shadowed by the alleged 
behavior of referee Ron Collins 
during the game. 
According to TSU first-year 
coach Richard Miller, one of his 
players, Katrina Pearson, told 
him Collins had called her "nig- 
ger." 
"Why would they lie to me?" 
Miller asked. "My players 
wouldn't lie to me." 
"I know none of this is any 
reflection on Eastern Kentucky 
University," Miller added. 
Both Miller and Cox said the 
incident would be reported to 
the OVC office in Nashville. 
Tenn. u 
Miller, who has had only eight 
players on his team all season, 
saw Pearson and Charlotte 
Ratcliff, his two leading scorers 
each pick up three fouls in the 
first half. 
The university led by as many 
as 25 points at 60-35 early in the 
second half. 
» * • 
Senior forward Van Marshel 
said she was "off the team" 
because of an incident at Tues- 
day's practice. 
She said she was told to "shut 
up" by Botta for no reason and 
was asked to leave the gym- 
nasium, which she did. 
She said she would not return 
to the team until "differences 
were resolved" with Botta. 
According to Botta, Marshel 
kept interrupting him while he 
was talking to the team and 
acted "disrespectful." 
He said she could not return 
until she apologized. 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
Anyone interested in joining a 
committee of the University 
Center Board, please come by 
the student activities office 
(128 Powell Building) or 
call Ext. 3855 
Committees: 
1. Lecture 
2. Pop Concert 
3. Performing Arts 
4. Special Events 
Excellent opportunity for leadership and to 
have input on future productions! 
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Athletes 
use tape, 
Gatorade 
heavily 
By Jane Singleton 
Staff writer 
It takes a variety of medical 
supplies to keep the 300-plus 
athletes at the university on 
their feet and moving. 
They need knee braces, tape, 
splints, tape, Gatorade, tape... 
"The biggest expense in our 
medical supplies budget is 
adhesive tape," said Dr. Bobby 
Barton, the university's athletic 
trainer. "Probably three-fourths 
of the $10,000 budget goes for 
tape. 
"When I first came, tape cost 
about one fourth of my budget. 
The cost of tape has gone up 
faster than the budget has." 
But the cost doesn't lessen 
the importance of having these 
supplies available, he said. 
"It is very expensive, but 
there is no doubt that taping 
ankles reduces the chances of 
severe ankle injury." Barton 
said. "We don't tape everyone - 
if we did, our expenses would 
double." 
How much money a universi- 
ty spends on athletics generally 
determines how much it must 
spend on health care, according 
to Barton. 
And whether a school makes 
money with its athletic pro- 
grams decides what can and 
cannot be done. 
Game blessed 
with pep band 
Student trainer Holly Heitzman wraps the ankles of Tyrone Howard. 
"The needs of our athletes 
don't go unattended." Barton 
said. "1 think we do an excellent 
job of taking care of them. We 
just take a different approach 
than we would take if we made 
money on sports." 
He added that the budget will 
probably increase only in pro- 
portion to inflation. 
"Across the country, the on- 
ly schools that have drastic 
increases in athletic budgets are 
the ones that get into money- 
making situations with their 
programs." he said. "I don't see 
that happening at Eastern." 
Barton said most of the 
university's student trainers 
will take jobs at the high school 
Colonels picked to win 
Progress staff report 
The university baseball team 
has been picked to win the Nor- 
thern Division in the Ohio 
Valley Conference this season 
by Baseball America. 
In the Southern Division, last 
year's OVC champion. Middle 
Tennessee State University, 
was predicted to win that crown 
over four other teams. 
Three Colonels were picked to 
the preseason All-OVC team by 
that publication. Chosen were 
junior second baseman Frank 
Kremblas, junior shortstop 
Marc Siemer and senior 
rightfielder Scott Privitera. 
Junior third baseman and out- 
fielder Ron Pezzoni were 
selected as the "Player to 
Watch" in the conference by 
Collegiate Baseball magazine. 
The Colonels open their 1988 
season Feb. 27 and 28 with 
back-to-back doubleheaders at 
Western Carolina University. 
or junior college level where 
budgets are low to begin with. 
"They will be better off than 
trainers who have graduated 
from a school with a large, 
money-making athletic pro- 
gram," he said. 
The amount budgeted for pro- 
fessional services, which covers 
testing and treatment, is 
$25,000. and must be carefully 
monitored, according to Barton. 
"It would be very easy to 
argue for giving every athlete 
electrocardiograms and echocar- 
diograms," Barton said. "The 
only time those tests are given 
to our athletes is if there is an 
indication of a possible problem. 
"It would cost thousands and 
thousands of dollars to test 
everyone routinely." 
Drug testing is also done ran- 
domly by the NCAA for teams 
involved in postseason playoff 
competition. 
According to university 
Athletic Director Donald 
Combs, the university con- 
ducted its own test on the 
university   football   team  in 
midseason when the team seem- 
ed destined to make it to the 
Division I-AA playoffs. 
This was done to make sure no 
one was caught by surprise if 
the NCAA did test the team, ac- 
cording to Combs, and shipping 
those urine specimens became 
another medical expense. 
Ambulance calls ($85 per trip) 
and doctors' fees also must be 
paid from the professional ser- 
vices budget. An emergency 
room visit adds up to another 
$100. 
"We have doctors at the 
games, but they don't charge us 
for being on call," Combs said. 
"They do it because they love 
the game or love the team." 
No matter how much equip- 
ment, supplies and testing a 
school can afford to supply, it is 
wrong for people to go into 
sports thinking they will always 
be protected, Barton said. 
"When you have large, 
■strong, fast people running into 
other large, strong, fast people, 
injuries are going to occur," he 
added. 
Something very extraor- 
dinary was nestled in the 
bleachers of Alumni Coliseum 
during Saturday night's men's 
basketball game. 
For the first and probably on- 
ly time this season, a pep band, 
which was from Oneida Baptist 
Institute, was in attendance to 
soothe or excite Colonel fans in 
the stands. 
According to assistant sports 
information director Jack Frost, 
Oneida Baptist was the only one 
to respond favorably to the 31 
invitations he mailed out to high 
school band directors in the 
state. 
Frost said he assumed the role 
of providing entertainment at 
basketball games when he 
began working at the universi- 
ty in the mid-70s. 
It seems getting our own stu- 
dent band at basketball games 
was anything but a problem 
back in the 1960s and early 
1970s, but Frost said that all 
changed when Alumni Coliseum 
became the site for women's 
games. 
At first, the school was able to 
get enough people for two bands 
to alternate playing at both 
team's games, but the en- 
thusiasm faded. 
"It's been an ongoing problem 
for 10 years," Frost said. 
During the 1978-79 school 
year, the music department 
gave up on the venture because 
of funding problems. 
"We tried organ music like 
they have at the baseball parks, 
but it was a dud," Frost added. 
A couple of years later small 
groups made appearances at 
almost all men's and women's 
games, which continued until 
the 1986-87 school year. That's 
when university President Dr. 
H. Hanly Funderburk decided 
to, shall we say. "disband" the 
program. ^^^ 
Bleacher 
preacher 
Brent Risner 
Dr. Robert Hart well, a pro- 
fessor of music at the universi- 
ty and former director of the 
marching band, said students 
tell him they just don't have the 
time to join a pep band. 
Plus, the pay wasn't attrac- 
tive to those who did. 
"We had students under con- 
tract for $5 a night, and they'd 
say what's $5 (and not show 
up)." Hartwell added. 
Hart well said the problem 
isn't unique to the university, 
and I know how students can 
get apathetic about music. 
In my junior year of high 
school, I, too, chose to quit the 
pep band (I played saxophone) 
after two years of huffing and 
puffing and become a spectator. 
And now. I kind of regret it. 
Tennis tourney 
begins Friday 
Progress staff report 
The university men's ten- 
nis team gets its spring 
season underway with three 
matches this weekend at the 
Greg Adams Indoor Tennis 
Center. 
On Friday at 9 a.m. the Col- 
onels tangle with Morehead 
State University. 
Saturday they will play 
Northern Kentucky Universi- 
ty at 9 a.m. and Cedarville 
College at 6 p.m. 
10 VISITS 
$2200 
w/coupon 
Expires 1-31-88 
230 Eastern By-Pass 
Richmond, KY 
(606) 623-8813 
WMMM#^MW/MM^^ 
Taylor's Sporting Qoods 
College (Partstopping Center       623 -9517 
Russell Athletic 
/x Hooded Sweatshirts (all colors) 
Reg.15.95 Salel 1.95 
H.Wolf & Son Sweats 
Heavy weight (pants or crews)   9.95 
Regular weight (pants or crews) 7.99 
Russell National Socks 
(color top)    2.00/pr. 
\We sell and engrave TROPHIES & PLAQUES^ 
We do CUSTOM GREEK LETTERING 
HOURS 9 - 5 SIX DAYS A WEEK 
J£L   Spring Break '88 
BAHAMA BOUND 
8MVS/7MGHTS 
trt* 
Price includes: 
• nOUNO TRIP AJR80AT FARE FROM MIAMI 
OR FT  LAUOeROAU 
• ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS TO VOUR HOTEl 
• BEACH OR NEAR BEACH ACCOMMODATIONS 
• AIL TAXES  TIPS » GRATUIT«S   LOOGlNG 
• COMPLIMENTARY ORMKS ft DISCOUNTS AT 
BAHAMAS t ME ST RESTAURANTS 
• 'RCC 100% COTTON T SHWTS 
• FR€E COCKTA*. PARTIES NIGHTIV 
• *R« ADMISSION *TO E XCIT WG WGHTClues| 
• FREE ADMISSION INTOGREAT lOCAL SHOWS 
• FREE SCUBA AMD SNORKLING LESSONS 
• 4©%OFF ON DIVES (INClUOeS EQUIPMENT) 
•AND MUCH MUCH MORE  Fly to nassau 
Cruise to Freeport 
CALL KxiFRff 1-800-6- BAHAMA 
Mey Breast 
Sandwich 
• Converse * Nike * Pony * Asahi * Tj t£ 
Eastern By-pass at Boggs Lane 
Jan.      Clearance 
Large    Selection 
Close-outs 
30%    to    70%    off 
Mon   thru    Sat    9   to    9 
Sun    1:30    to    5 
To be interviewed for the 1988 Pi Kappa Alpha 
Dream Girl Pageant, come to Conference Room 
F in the Powell Building. February 1-4, 6-9 p.m. 
For More Info: Call Bart at 624-9831 
TenOBrritlC. It's a turkey lover's dream. 
Lots of tender slices of our very best oven 
prepared turkey breast, on our fresh-from-the- 
oven Italian bread. We top it off the way you 
like it, with plenty of cheese, fresh tomatoes, 
crisp lettuce, green peppers, olives, pickles 
and all of SUBWAY'S famous fixin's. 
Try the tenderrific Turkey Breast Sandwich 
at SUBWAY today! 
Sandwiches & Salads 
624-9241   200 S. 2nd Street    624-9241 
arthwy 
